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2?as nurtureb anb prrserbrb us
With a mother's gentle care:
Who has grreteb alike
Che strong anb the toeafe.
ILenbing a helping hanb to tbe fallen.
Who has retoarbeb our eberp effort,
(Pun looking our manp faults.
H>estoU)ing. labishlp, honors upon US;
Co her uilio
Woulb habe us be men.
Strong, pure, anb noblemen,
Chat toe map serbc
l^er, oursclbrs. anb our tfSob:
Who noto bibs
?Hs toeltome into the battles of life.
Hooking truth fonb epes anb offering
Jferbent prapers for our success,
Whether toithin her borbers or on
3 foreign shore;
Co her toho
Hifee the great Christ.
Realises that traineb men are efficient men,
Gibing us the material aib necessarp
Jfor success;
Co her.
Our belobeb anb honored
fetate of feouth Carolina,
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&f)t Jflag of iStneteen 2Cen
LKT the west wind gently whispei,Let the north wind wildly blow,
Let the icy blasts of failure,
Like the winter, come and go;
Still triumphant o'er disaster
Proudly floats our flag unfurled
Symbolizing peace and courage,
Truth and honor to the world.
.Makes no difference where it's carried:
It's the same in every clime
Never shall our ffaji he lowered
By the ceaseless roll of time.
All through life we'll all remember
The flood old school days when
We raised the black and gold on high
The flan of N'ineteen-Ten.
10
'Neath its folds we've fought together
For four long college years,
And when the class is torn asunder
Then will be the time for tears.
Hut in life's broad fields of battle
We can ne'er forget the men
Who, as comrades while in college,
Helped to raise the Hag of 'Ten.
When we have our class reunions,
While we're thinking of the past.
In the halls of dear old Clemson
We'll drink to the grand old class
Who by their efforts raised the beacon
Which is revered by all men:
That sign of steadfast virtue—
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"Of their own virtues modest men are dumb."
"Mr" enlisted from Orangebur-g, where he obtained his
early education. His ambition, al first, was to make better
grades than any other boy in his class; but he had not been
here quite two years before he could be found in his room
preparing an "oyster" stew during study hours. "Me" is too
modest to speak of his honors, but his career at Clemson has
caused all who know him to praise him. Three years after
graduation, he can lie found at Orangeburg, wiring the sub-
way there.
Electrical. Corporal, Sergeant, First Lieutenant.
Electrical Science Club; Orangeburg County Club.
Woodward Allen
SPARTANBURG, S. <'.
"His profile was siiikiii'.', resistless and grand;
His manners were gentle, complying and bland.
"Woodward" is one of the natural leaders of his class,
having taken an active part in the various phases of college
life. However, hi' believes in sleep, and declares that chapel
and reveille were instituted solely to interfere with his
morning nap. Occasionally, he may lie found in his loom
studying very hard about well, anything except his lessons.
He attributes his non-studiousness to Alex, who is taking the
Civil-(ization) course. "Woodward's" future is hard to Ion-
tell; but. in all probability, he will be a botanist.
Chemistry. Corporal, Drum Major, Captain-Quarter-
master. Class President, '09-'J0; Vice-President Athletic
Association; Member of Athletic Council; Chairman of
Honor System Board; Secretary German Club, '09;
President German Club, '10; President Sophomore Danc-
ing Club; Manager Class Football Team '07; Knights of
Round Table; Manager Hop, '09; Chief Marshal Com-
mencement, '09; Assistant Manager Football Team, '09;




"I'll bind myself I" that which once being right, will not be
less, right when I shrink from it."
"Vandy" received his name from his likeness in manner to
thai opulent individual of world renown. As a friend, one
could not desire a Wetter; as a companion, one could do far
worse. Old Vandy rules his battalion with an iron hand.
yet his popularity does not suffer. As a dramatic actor, he
can not lie equalled by local talent. His successful manage-
ment of the finances of the Chronicle shows him to he a shrewd.
business man. Vandy is so enamored at present, that he can
think only of her. For him the finger of Destiny points
toward Fame.
Civil Engineering. Corporal, First Sergeant, Major.
Secretary, Vice-President Columbian Literary Society;
Cotillion Club; Commencement Marshal, '09; President
Civil Science Club; S. A. M.'s Club; Y. M. C. A; Class
Football, '09; Business Manager Chronicle, '10; Vice-




" Nature listening stood and wondered at the work herself had
made."
This is another York county hoy. and he too has " lieddy"
for a name. Reddy's early education was obtained at the
Rock Hill High School. He spent two years at the Catawba
Military Academy, where he received training for the military
life at Clemson. Entering Clemson in liKHi, he has since
been a loyal member of the class of " 1910. " By a personality
which is attractive and good natured, Barnette has won his
way with ease into the companionship and confidence of all
who have enjoyed his acquaintance. Besides being a diligent
student, he has been alive to other college activities, being a
member of the Y. M. C. A., the Literary Society, and the
track team. After graduating at Clemson, Barnette will take
a university course, and then settle down as a veterinarian.
Agriculture and Veterinary Science. Corporal, First
Sergeant. Captain. Critic, Vice-President, President
Palmetto Literary Society; German Club; Secretary and
Treasurer York County Club, '09; President York County
Club, '10; Vice-President Senior Veterinary Science Club;
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Junior Hop Committee; Inter-
Society Committee; Chronicle Staff, '10; Annual Staff,





"His mild expression spoke a mind
In duty firm, composed, resigned."
"W. D." lolled down the mountain from Westminster,
and landed at Clemson in September, 1905; from that time
he lia~ kepi hi-- eve focused upon a "sheepskin." In Junior,
while climbing the ladder of military fame, he held the reins
tight; hut his zenith having been reached in his captaincy.
he slackened up a bit. Notwithstanding all his military
tactics, he was unable to control his section in Senior—he
being the sole member. "YV. D.'s" future is somewhat
uncertain, hut he will he either president of the Westminster
rut ton mill en- instructor in German.
Textile. Sergeant, Captain. Secretary, Vice-President
and President Palmetto Society; Debater's Medal, 'JO;




"Time. I dai e thee to discover
Such a youth and such a lovei
"Paul" or ".luanita" is a quiet little fellow, whose only
fault is "he aint no Hilt hardly." It is said that Paul was
once in love, hut we have everj reason to doubt it. In
spite of all this, he is \ cry fond of reading love stories. "Paul's"
intellectual ability is never doubted, high marks being his
hobby. We predict for him success as proprietor of the
Blackville Dairy Farm.
Agriculture and Veterinary Science. Sergeant. Sun-
day School; Y. M. C. A.; Bible Class Leader; Prosecut-
ing Critic, Corresponding Secretary, Columbian Society;
Veterinary Science Club; Senior Dancing Club; Hot
Chocolate Club; B "Co" Cabinet.
15
Aaron Joseph Becker
SPARTANBURG, S. ( .
"When I sai'1 thai I'l die a bachelor, I never dreamed ['d live to be
married."
"Huron" or "Beck" does as he pleases and takes the -
confinements, lie is far too amiable to allow life to become
monotonous, for his favorite pastime is "yelling in the
mess hall," and he devoted all meal times in Junior to this
avocation. While in the section, he enjoys himself by ruffling
"Buck's" temper; and declaring his hatred of married life.
Although not a studious lad, he has been a class leader.
For "Beck," there is safety in predicting a bright and suc-
cessful future as a distinguished chemist, only to be marred
by matrimony.
Agriculture and Chemistry. Treasurer Spartanburg
County Club, '09; Vice-President, '09-'J0; Senior Danc-
ing Club; Senior Chemistry Club; Pendleton Guards.
Herbert Festos Bethea
LATTA, S. ('.
"All I want is a chance.
-1
"Puss" gave vent to his first wail in the burg of Latta,
many years ago. Upon reaching the age of discretion, be
decided to come to Clemson with the class of '10. As college
life was so different from that down on the farm, he took the
line of least resistance and pursued straight Agriculture, l.e
is never happier than when Maris pays for olives or buys
tobacco. The only military aspirations I ver held van-
ished when his roommate got a corpora ley. The " Woo \\ oo "
wishes everyone to know that "Bethea is in that." When
asked of bis future, he replies. "Latta is good enough for
Bethea."
Agriculture. Section marcher in Sophomore (two days).
Y. M. C. A.; Agronomy Club; Night Hawks; Turkey




"As to the manner born."
"Daniel" is not closely related to the great pioneer, but
seems to come of royal lineage. His graceful maimer, his
courtly bow, and his valiant heart win friends among both
ladies and gentlemen. "Daniel" enjoys his college life.
especially becoming interested in the military aspirations of
all rats. A hard student, an excellent companion, and a good
classmate, Daniel has won the respect, if not friendship, of the
whole class, and admiration of the college. May his future
continue with the high ideals he now holds.
*" Civil Engineering. Corporal, First Sergeant, Sergeant-
Major, Lieutenant and Adjutant. Cotillion Club; Re-
cording Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, Prosecut-
ing Critic Columbian Society; Chief Marshal, '10; Stage
Manager Glee Club, '10; Commencement Marshal, '09;
Senior Dancing Club; Orangeburg County Club; Gvil
Engineering Club; Pendleton Guards.
Bolivar De Saussttre Boykin
BOYKIN, S. C.
"When I ope' my mouth, let no (Jog bark."
If kn< th,men are own by eir works, how are we to know
Bolivar '. Don't think him always idle, though, for in some
things, he is a heavy man— first comes football. Any ti
you can't find him on the field, come down into barracks,
and you will find him working out some new play. And
the ladies! Well, you are right there; that is his long suit He
carries trumps in that game, and can play from his sleeve all
day long. Bolivar has many good traits; he is a big, good-
natured heart smasher, and is always on time at reveille!
Agriculture. Scrub Football, *07-'08; Varsity, '09-' 10,
German Club; Knights of the Round Table; Senior




'"Tis glorious to have a giant'
man."
~i nMif.Mli. lint noblei in use it like a
"Toots" as he is generally called, needs no introduction
into the athletic world; but, for fear there are some who do
not know of his ingenuity as an electrician, this account is
written. On account of his genial smile and jolly disposition,
"Toots" has a host of friends. There have arisen numerous
obstacles in his pathway; but, inspiteof all. he will graduate
in the noble class of '](). "Toots" will probably be in charge
of the power house al Sandover. a young flourishing city in
this Stale.
Electrical. Section marcher in Senior. Junior Elec-
trical Science Club; Palmetto Society; Varsity Football
team, '06, '07, '09; Cotillion Club; Senior Electrical




"Even small things have their value."
"Brock" is a small but valuable member of our class.
Originally, lie belonged to the class preceding, hut on account
of bad health, he was obliged to join the class of '111. "Brock
"
is of a very retiring disposition, hut still is fairly well known
Ilis loyalty to the Literary Society and his professed ambition
to become a veterinarian, are two of his strongest features.
"Brock" will in all probability live a quiet but useful life
down on the farm.
Veterinary Science. Sergeant. Secretary, Vice-Presi-
dent, Columbian Society; Senior Dancing Club; Veteri-





"If I owned the whole world, then
I'd plant it in tobacco."
"Surge," or "Buck," after finishing the Fairfax school,
came to Clemson with the sole intention of studying mineral-
ogy. No military for him! As a result of his research work
(lining his Junior year. Buck discovered a combustible, soft
flesh-colored substance entirely unknown to science. After
consulting all chemists and mineralogists, it was decided to
classify and name this mineral "Bucknerite." "Buck"
has been a diligent student, a conscientious young man, and
a pleasant classmate. Enough for his future can he gotten
from above.
Agriculture and Chemistry. Sergeant. Senior Chem-




"Eternal smiles his emptiness betray."
"(lus " was born out in the « ilds of Arkansas; but, scum after
his birth, his parents returned to their Dative State, and hap-
pened to bring little "Gussie" with them. Since then, he
has lived at Whitmire, in the northeast corner of Newberry
county. His career in college ha-- been a success, interrupted
only by an April fool vacation, (lus has stood well in his
classes, but is too fond of boat rides. We hope some day to
see him field Secretary of the Chicago Home Industrial Art
School.
Civil Engineering. Sergeant. Corresponding Secretary
and Vice-President of the Calhoun Literary Society;





"Le1 ;ill the world say, 'Here's a man.'"
" Norman, " "Byrdie, '"Byrd"— he answers equally well
for any of the above names— first came to Clemson in the Fall
of (Hi. His arrival created quite a "stir" in the college, and
the current has not settled yet. Byrd first distinguished
himself by rooming on "Pike." Then he went in for athletics,
where he has made himself famous as the only original human
aeroplane in existence. lie makes the hundred yards in
10 flat when not frightened. When afraid he breaks all
records. Byrd will be city engineer of Branchville.
Civil Engineering. Band. Reporting Critic, Corre-
sponding Secretary, Recording Secretary, Chaplain,
Literary Critic, President Columbian Literary Society;
President Y. M. C. A., '10; Bible Class Leader; Secretary
Sunday School, '09; Chronicle Staff, '09; Taps Staff
'09; Editor-in-Chief Taps, '10; Class Reporter for Tiger,
'09; Secretary and Treasurer Class '09-' 10; Orator Society
Contest, '09; Class Football, *08-'09; Varsity Track Team,
07, '08, '09, '10; Captain Team, '10; Winner of four first
places in S. I. A. A. Meet, '09; Executive Com. S. C. Ora-
torical Association; Civil Engineering Club; Orangeburg
County Club; Hop Committee, GymnasiumTeam.
John Newton Carothers
ROCK HILL, S. C.
"Still and quiet, but deeper than you think."
John is always on time with the goods. Tho quiet and
unobtrusive, he has opinions of his own, and speaks at the
proper time. He is a student of the first class, and in the
true sense of the word. He never aspired for military glory,
but has ever declared undying love to his musket. Although
from Kock Hill, he seldom speaks of Winthrop— it is not
known what he writes. As a chemist, John will gain the
respect of the world.
Chemistry. Prosecuting Critic, Reporting Critic, Sec-
retary, Vice-President Columbian Literary Society;
York County Club, '08; Vice-President, '09-'10; Hot
Chocolate Club; Junior and Senior Chemistry Clubs;





•"Tis fate that flings the dice; and as one flings,
i if kings makes peasants, and of peasants kings."
"Little Francis" first discovered America at the historic
town of Newberry. His early education was received in the
Newberry public schools and at Newberry College, from which
place he graduated in '05 with the degree of B. A. Hoping
to attract attention in the electrical world, he entered the
Junior class at Clemson, September, '08. Since coming to
Clemson, he has won quite a reputation as a student. His
chief faults are buying experience and smashing heart--.
Electrical. Acting Lieutenant. President of Newberry
County Club; Cotillion Club; Junior and Senior Electrical
Science Clubs; Senior Dancing Club; Class Track Team,
'09; Y. M. C. A.; Reporter for Newberry Observer.
Donald Brevard Clayton
SHELTON, s. ('.
"I lei wisdom dwell with prudence, and find out knowledge of
witty inventions."
"I). B." is like Alexander the Great. Oh, no! not a great
fighter, for he never was even a corporal, but he is crying
for worlds to conquer in the name of Dan Cupid. His love
letters "cover Dixie like the dew." and at present he is push-
ing his conquest into Arkansas. " I). B." has the great
distinction of being able to <z«-t permits when he wants them.
This accounts for his being such a shining light in the young
social set at Calhoun.
Electrical. Class Football Team, '08; Scrub Football
'09; Senior Dancing Club; Electrical Science Club;




"For .some who have his secret nature guessed,
Have found him not too much a priest.''
"Clink" is a specimen of Fairfield; therefore history and
political economy come easy to him. Much to his chagrin,
his military aspirations were blighted in Junior. It was
found that the atmosphere of Senior privatism was more
congenial to his delicate constitution. I lis qualities as a
debater arc unlimited, he having met and defeated the re-
nowned and venerable Bob Nickles. His two chief faults
were: first, coming to section formation eating the last bite;
second, after studying a "Daddy" lesson for three hours,
invariably asking every member of the section where the
lesson began. Diligence will make his success in life certain.
Agriculture and Chemistry. Sergeant. Reporting
Critic, Prosecuting Critic, Literary Critic, Vice-President
Palmetto Society; Member of Inter-Society Committee;




"Nor east one longing, lingering look behind."
"Roy" is the general name for this youth, tho, to close
friends, he is "Tige." 'Tis rumored he Wears a resemblance
to the Tige of Buster Brow n fame, hut see for yourself. When
Roy says he w ill do a t hing . t hat l hing is going to he done -
the greatest of virtues, (live him his pipe, a jollier fellow
can't he found.
Electrical. Sergeant. Vice-President Junior Class;
Pendleton Guards; Junior Science Club; Senior Electrical
Science Club; German Club; Manager of The Tiger;




"Plant thou thy feet, as on a stair,
And mount right up and on."
"Bill" is capable of doing anything he desires. His les-
sons do not bore him very greatly, and he. too. has a jolly time
at school. Wherever a little nerve is needed, "Bill" is always
sent for. Before the footlights, or on the side lines, he always
stars. He had his copy of the Denmark Times discontinued
on account of the poor editorials; at least that's what we are
told. But seriously, Bill has had a rather enviable college
career, and his merry voice will be missed when we have sepa-
rated. His future is in his own hands, to lie a- great as he
desires.
Civil Engineering. Sergeant, Lieutenant and Adjutant.
Glee Club; Quartet, '09; Commencement Marshal, '09:
President Dramatic Club; President Orangeburg County
Club; Cotillion Club; Senior Dancing Club; Chief Rooter,
'10; Class Prophet, '10; Civil Engineering Club.
Knox Easterling
TATUM, s. c.
Yet, in his worst pursuits, I ween,
Pure hopes of high intent.
The subject of this -ketch is not half so innocent as he looks.
Everybody says Knox is going to be a rich man; and. if it
takes a married man to save the coin, Knox is going to be
second only to Rockefeller. He has given close attention to
the study of electricity. Oh. no! that is not all; he is a recog-
nized authority on the culture of strawberries, and ha- been
known to cany on scientific investigation in the Horticultu-
ral grounds at 2 A. M. By his kind and unobtrusive disposi-
tion. Knox ha- won many friends during Ins college clays,
and it can be well said of him. "The man of great spirit is
congenial."
Electrical. Corporal, Lieutenant. Pendleton Guards;
Senior Dancing Club; Cotillion Club; Calhoun Literary




"Men's evil manners live in brass,
Their virtues we write in water."
"Percy," or "S. E." received his early education at the
Cedar Grove Academy. Maysville High School, and Kingstree
High School. Having nothing else to do and nowhere else
to go, he came to Clemson, September, '06. Since coming
here, "Percy" has made many friends among the faculty,
his chief friends being the Professors of English and Military
Science. "S. E." has always been interested in the affairs of
the college, and is a veritable information bureau. Next to
the Pendleton Guards, he is loyal to the Palmetto Society,
and presides over its meetings with the skill and grace of a
genius, lie will win fame as a General Manager for the S. E.
Waterman Co. in the Philippines.
Veterinary Science. Sergeant-at-Arms. President,
Treasurer, Recording Secretary, Reporting Critic, Presiding
Officer '10, Annual Celebration, Palmetto Literary Society;
Senior Dancing Club; Class Track Team, '09; Senior
Veterinary Science Club; Sunday School; Y. M. C. A.;
Pendleton Guards; "B" Company Cabinet; Hot Chocolate
Club.
Gilbert Theodore Floyd
LAKE CITY, S. C.
"Whence is thy learning? Hath thy toil
O'er books consumed the midnight oil?"
This lad from Lake City entered the Preparatory Class in
'05. He is serving five years, instead of seven years as Jacob
the brother of Esau did, for his intended. He says nothing is
worth while that is easy to get. There have been no discord-
ant notes in his career, as his record shows, lie spends his
vacant hours in the classroom, which accounts for the l's
he makes on steam laboratory. After getting married,
"(i. T." will circumscribe the globe, using Professor Hous-
ton's methods of engineering.
Civil Engineering. Sergeant. Palmetto Literary Society;
Senior Dancing Club; Civil Engineering Club; Sunday




•"lis worth that makes the man,"
"Tallye" is the same jolly follow to-day that be was yester-
day, and promises to be as true to-morrow. He has pursued
his way with a few interruptions, hut. at t ho end. « ill ho w it h
the rest of us. One veil r, ho went West for experience. While
out there, ho became a hero, and was quite wildly eulogized
and may git a Carnegie medal. But of their own merits,
modest men are dumb, and doubtless Tallye knows more
than we bave an idea. The future is yet uncertain, hut
Tallye will make his mark in the electrical world.
Electrical. Corporal, Sergeant, First Lieutenant. Senior
Electrical Science Club, '10; Science Club, '09; Class
Track Team, '09; Scrub Football, '07, '10; Pendleton
Guards; Saluda County Club.
Frank LeRoy Gandy
SOCIETY HILL, S. ('.
"From the haunts of the whippoorwill
tame he here, his bead with knowledge to fill."
"Yap," tho inclined to be somewhat quiet, likes to talk of
old Pee Doe. It's always summer in and out of Orangeburg
when he is at home. To keep him in a good humor, don't
rub his head when ho gets promoted. Although not a pro-
fessed ladies' man, he has a new farm at homo. Does this
signify some future event of happiness to "Yap," and I
wonder if section I will bo invited' Oh. you "Yap!"
Agriculture. Sergeant, Second Lieutenant.





"Good nature is the most Godlike commendation of a man."
"Freddie's" early education was received at Winthrop.
in the model school, and at the Catawba Military Academy.
Realizing that he was called to >ret higher things in life.
Freddie came to Clemson. and again joined in the pursuit of
knowledge. Dining his Freshman year, he failed to cultivate
the acquaintance of the head of the mechanical department,
consequently electricity has been a very complex study for
him. His quiet, unobtrusive disposition and extremely good
nature have won for him many friends. Freddie will follow
his chosen profession, and eventually become a shining light
in the electrical world.
Corporal, Sergeant. Pendleton Guards. Senior Danc-
ing Club; Senior Science Club; Sunday School.
Alfred Grier
SUMTER, s. c.
"1 came, I saw. I lo\ ed
Once more an epithet s (1 awful, so sublime, could not be
found to suit the man who does riof put his light under a
bushel, but securely locked in a storage room. Alfred has
been too busy composing love letters in poetry to worry the
world with his whereabouts. Only in his Senior year has lie
startled the student body. By iiis part in the Dramatic
chili, he has won undying fame for "Sallee m flinch." . v s
barracks electrician, he lias kepi everything light but the
mail bag.
Electrical. Sergeant. Senior Dancing Club; Senior
Electrical Science Club; Taps Staff, '10; Dramatic Club;




"It does not pay to worry;
Things are bound to happen anyway."'
Pratt is u great fellow in every way; he is over six feet tall.
Tho he studies but little he makes good marks; and is alto-
gether quite a prominent figure in the "cowboy" section.
Pratt's main points are in military affairs and baseball. He
can get a permit whenever he desires, if uot For baseball
purposes, then for anything. Pratt is working hard for his
"sheepskin''; when thai is obtained, he will either play league
baseball or become county- veterinarian.
Veterinary Science. Corporal, Sergeant, Lieutenant.
Secretary and Treasurer Freshman Class; Class Football
Team Four Years; Class Track Team, '08; Poet of Class
in '08; Senior Dancing Club; Cotillion Club; Palmetto
Literary Society; Scrub Baseball, '07; Substitute, '08,
Varsity, '09, '10; Veterinary Science Club; President
Greenwood County Club; Senior Tennis Club.
Victor Barton Higgins
EASLEY, S. C.
He's good iii mathema ties,
( an woi k most any sum;
Fine in the ai i ol music,
But a tune be cannot hum.
Responds equally well to "Vic" or "Victor Blue." Mili-
tary aspirants are glad that this lad connected himself with
the hand, for he possesses all the traits that go to make a
military genius. "Vic" is a recognized tennis player, hut
he is better known in college by a peculiar Indian whoop that
he sends forth when the adjutant reads an interesting notice.
He works mathematics for a pastime, and some day he will
teach this science at his Alma Mater, if he doesn't decide to
survey tunnels through the Blue Ridge Mountains near his
home.
Civil Engineering. Lieutenant and Chief Musician.
Class Football, '08-'09; President College Tennis Associa-
tion, '09-' 10; Representative in Intercollegiate Tennis
Tournament, *09-'10; Y. M. C. A.; Orchestra; Cotillion
Club; Senior Dancing Club; Annual Staff, '09-'10.
•2;
John Livingstone Hill, Jr.
ABBEVILLE, S. C.
"And they, I ween, are happiest who defy
Sunshine or shadow, bright or cloudy sky
"
"John" came to college to rest awhile before beginning
business for himself/ He is bright enough and lucky enough
to do as he pleases, and yet make excellent marks. Tho a
lieutenant in a company, he has the most privileged office
in school. While the dull fellows are poring over their books,
John is out in society. He is always in a good humor, and
ready for a good time. Matrimony was once John's chief
object; but, since the middle of the year, he has been having
visions of great construction work.
Civil Engineering. Corporal, Sergeant, Lieutenant.
German Club; Vice-President Senior Dancing Club;
Senior Tennis Club; Track Team, '09-' 10; Winner of two
first places in S. I. A. A. Meet, '09; Taps Staff, '10.
Walter McLeod Hodge
ALCOLU.S. ('.
"No sense of ills to come has he,
No care beyond In-day."
"Froggy" hopped from Clarendon county to Clemson in '06.
lie received his early education at the various county schools,
and one year at the Manning Graded school, lie has been for
four years a faithful member of the chemistry section, greatly
aiding that body to uphold its high marks. Why "Froggj
didn't make varsity football is more than we can explain;
his "stickability " has never been doubted. Tis said he takes
German so Professor Doggett will help him in feminine affairs.
"Froggv " bids fair to become a tiller of the soil.
Agriculture and Chemistry. Junior Dancing Club;
Senior Dancing Club; Junior Chemistry Club; Senior




"He is a man, beloved, respected."
"Beef" sprang up at North, where he claims to have re-
ceived an early education: however, he was not satisfied
with his foundation, when he landed at Clemson, and proceed-
ed to take a course in the "pre])" class. He had so many
talents, it was a hard matter to decide whether he wanted
to he a great athlete, orator, or a leader in class-work. With
a little persuasion, he soon decided on a place on the grid-
iron, and took a course in Civil Engineering to pass away time.
lie expects to he the leading engineer at Mull Swamp soon.
Civil Engineering. Sergeant, Color-Sergeant, Captain.
Columbian Literary Society; Class Football Team, '06,
'07, '08; Cotillion Club; Varsity Football Team, '09, '10;
Y. M. C. A; Sunday School.
Claude Furman Inman
WILKIXSVILLE, S. C.
"Few hearts like his with virtue warmed,
Few heads with knowledge so informed."
"Doctor" had this title bestowed upon him in his Junior
year when he won a Ph. I), degree. Besides being one of the
best disposed and most congenial of the hoys in college, lie has
also been a leading man since his early days under English
professors, where he won distinction in scholarship. Though
a quiet youth, he cannot refrain from "cracking jokes" ji t
Practical Agriculture, for it seems to revive old recollections.
Once he startled the class by announcing that alcohol was the
chief food of man. Being such a persistent man. as well as
one of ability, we can but predict boundless success as a
chemist.
Agriculture and Chemistry. Corresponding Secretary.
Recording Secretary, Literary Critic, Vice-President,
President Calhoun Society; Debater in '10 Annual Celebra-
tion; Chronicle Staff, '10; Taps Staff, '10; Editor-in-Chief
Tiger, '10; Treasurer Y. M. C. A., '09-'10; Class Historian,
'07, '10; President Sunday School Class; Pendleton Guards;
President Cherokee County Club; Hot Chocolate Club;





"I dare do all that becomes a man; who dares do more is none."
"Mary" is one of those fellows who always looks at the
worst side first. However, he is an unceasing worker, carries
his point at any cost, and does his duty as he sees it. His
chief fault is speaking the truth at the wrong moment. He
often declares if there ever was a "Jonah." he's the man.
His character and high sense of honor has enabled him to go
through school respected, if not admired by all. As for
Mary's future— well. only a certain girl can tell, and we haven't
seen her vet.
Veterinary Science. Sergeant, Second Lieutenant.
President, Vice-President, Literary Critic, Prosecuting
Critic, Recording Secretary and Chaplain of the Colum-
bian Society; Declaimer, '09; Orator, '10; Chronicle
Staff, '10; Class Track Team, '08; Class Football Team,
'09; Senior Dancing Club; Sunday School; Y. M. C. A.




"II is not for your silver bright,
But for your winsome lady."
"So," like Abraham Lincoln, began his career of usefulness
at an early age. He was known to experiment with electricity
from his earliest childhood, and the ait has never left him as
"good" and "very good" are often found on his experiments
when they are returned by the professor. Some of these
days, "So" will be an engineer of note, but the crowning
event of his life was during the encampment at Columbia,
where he found his affinity. He is now enjoying the sun-
sliine of eternal bliss, and has rented a box at tin 1 post office
to keep from imposing upon the cadet mail carriers. "So"
is an ardent member of the F. M. C. A., and when he cat-
chicken in barracks, he is always so polite that he never in-
quires where the chicken came from.
Electrical. Corporal, Sergeant, Lieutenant, Pendleton
Guards. Electrical Science Club; Senior Dancing Club;
Columbian Literary Society; Captain Gymnasium Team;




"This was the noblest Roman of them all."
" Roche," with his light hair and peculiar brogue, has won
lii — way into the hearts of all he knows. He is in a course by
himself, and therefore has more studying to do than we of
larger sections. He often talks and talks without saying
anything had about anyone—a remarkable ability. His
business nature was shown in various ways, as can lie seen
from below. He is evidently very smart, as lie makes the best
mark in his section. We have no fear that he will have trouble
in securing a partner to take the course of life, and that they,
two. will have no difficulties insurmountable.
Mining Engineering. Sergeant, First Lieutenant, Cap-
tain. Cotillion Club, '08-'09; Secretary and Treasurer,
'10; Secretary and Treasurer of Dancing Club, '09; Presi-
dent Senior Dancing Club, '10 ; Assistant Manager Hop,
'09; Track Team, *08-'09; Class Track Team, '09; Assist-
ant Business Manager Tiger, '10; Literary Critic Colum-
bian Society; S. A. M. Club, '10.
Perry Earle Lee
LANDRUM, S. C.
A mail nf cheerful yesterdays
And confident to-morrows.
This young man of charming manner and beaming counte-
nance entered Soph, in '07. and was early attracted by the
desire to earn military fame. Hence, he became a sergeanl
in his Junior year, where nobody could dispute his acting
thoroughly in accordance with all military rules and regulat ioj s.
Many were the privates who ceased to smile and raise their
hands in ranks, at reveille or while marching to breakfast.
It is rumored that Perry found a Queen in ( olumbia, during
the State Fair in that city, to whom he willingly gave all his
newly acquired possessions as well as his heart.
Electrical. Sergeant, First Lieutenant. Columbian
Literary Society; Senior Electrical Science Club; Cotillion
Club; Spartanburg County Club; Y. M. C. A.
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William Jordan Marshall
NINETY SIX, S. C.
"Complacency and truth, and manly sweetness dwell ever on his
tongue and smooth his thoughts."
"Billy" was horn in Florida, but moved to the Palmetto
State in early youth. His chief characteristics are his nose
and fascinating manner. The only changeable things about
him seem to be his voice and his religion. He is a great
society man (literary, of course,) and is exceedingly proud of
his military achievements. His redeeming features are his
high sense of honor, his good nature, and his ability to get
work out of everybody—except himself. "Billy" will re-
turn to the farm eventually, marry, atid devote his time to
raising "Sweet Williams" and "Berkshires."
Veterinary Science. Corporal, First Sergeant, Captain.
President, Vice-President, Recording Secretary, Chaplain
Calhoun Society; Orator, '10; Vice-President, Secretary
Y. M. C. A.; 'Taps Staff, '08,' 10; Chronicle Staff, '09, '10;
Tiger Staff, '09; Class Poet, '09; Society Marshal, '09,
Inter-Society Committee; Sunday School, Bible Class
Leader, '08, '09, '10; Tennis Club; Class Track Team,
'08; Veterinary Science Club; Idler's Club.
Edgar Charles Martin
CENTRAL, S. C.
Boys, says he, 'I've got to have a mate."
Here our nicknames ran out, and this jovial lad is called
only Martin. He is a great lover of qualitative analysis, but
more so of quantitative. Here in the laboratory, lie spends
his pleasantest days. We wonder why he did not take the
chemistry course. His experiments have ended in wonder
and awe: as vet the lab. is still standing and no one yet seri-
ously injured. As for the study of Forestry -well. "Ed"
is second only to Pinchot. Perhaps we "horse laugh" his
jokes, perhaps we don't; but let him have his way for fear
of " bodily harm.
"
Agriculture. Corporal, Sergeant. Agronomy





"An honest man is the noblest work of God."
"Charley" first came into prominence in "dear old Charles-
ton." T I i— early training being over-balanced on the society
side, he found it expedient to enter the Preparatory Class at
Clemson. Hi^ kindly expression, and hi^ gentle disposition
have caused him to be universally liked. While somewhat
averse to any \\ ork, he has made fairly good records in college
Bis manners will win him tame, second onlj to that of Lord
Chesterfield.
Electrical. Sergeant, Captain. Senior Electrical
Science Club; The Trio; Annual Staff, '10; Chronicle
Staff, '10; Cotillion Club; Idler's Club; Sam's Club;
Critic, Secretary, President Columbian Literary Society;
Declaimer's Medal, '09; Y. M. C. A.
John Daniel Murray
WALTERBORO, S. C.
"Least , but not last."
"JohnD" is the smallesl man that entered our class On his
arrival at college, he weighed Only sixty-nine pounds, and was
tinder five feet; in fact, the signal corps seemed too large for
him. John D.'s progress in college has been along all lines.
m> that to-day he i^ a respectable looking fellow. The -mall
are ever the wittiest, and as a rule the smartest . On account
of bis customary laugh and his ability for spinning yarns,
D. has been rather popular. Ke likes the college so well
that he might take a post graduate course.
Textile. Calhoun Society; Y. M. C. A.; Senior Tennis





"Would qoI we shatter it to bits—and then
Remold it nearer to heart's desire.'
"'Bert*' was reared in the quiet little city of Due West, hut
from the noise he makes on his cornel on a Sunday afternoon.
you would never guess his briar patch. Before coming to
demson, he was something of a rambler, having trouped
and rubbed with the world as much as any other man in the
class. He is a great lover of the beautiful, and spends his
lonesome moments with his favorite music. One of Bert's
favorite amusement'- is waking the boys for reveille, by
blowing his own horn: however, we can forgive him when
he lulls us to sleep with the sweet strains of "Taps." After
launching on an engineering career. Bert will use both music
and science to persuade a certain little maid.
Civil Engineering. Member of Band and Orchestra,
Sergeant, Chief Trumpeter. Civil Engineering Club;
Palmetto Literary Society; Literary Editor of Chronicle,
'09; Chief Marshal Palmetto Celebration; Vice-President
Palmetto Society; Knights of the Round Table; Glee
Club; German Club; Senior Dancing Club; Senior Tennis
Club; Class Vice-President, *08-'09.
Addison Alexander McKeown
CHESTER, s. C.
"To those who talk and talk,
This proverb should appeal,
The steam that blows the whistle,
Never turns the wheel."
"Me." or "Addison" is a popular college man from Chester.
He received his early instruction at the Blackstock High
School. Here he was prepared for college, and, in '06, he
entered the present Senior Class at Clemson. Mc is a loyal
member of the famous Pendleton Guards, and spent the entire
summer of '08, studying in order to maintain his place among
tlir 'lCs. When Me is not found writing letters, he is most
likely somewhere boosting Chester, his home town. lli>
college career has-been bright, useful and altogether suece<-
ful. and his future can be no less so.
Agriculture and Animal Husbandry. Corporal, Lieu-
tenant. Recording Secretary, President Calhoun Society;
Veterinary Science Club, '09-'10; Senior Dancing Club;
Pendleton Guards; Y. M. C. A.; Sunday School; Inter-
Society Committee; Chocolate Club; "B" Company




"Who mixed reason with pleasure and wisdom with mirth."
"Buster," being of Scotch descent, minds his own affairs,
exclusively. Altho of a quiet and retiring disposition, he
is well known, and is a good companion. He is true to his
friends, and speaks no ill of his enemies. In the military line,
"Buster" is all that could be desired of an officer. In his
early days at college, he gave promise of becoming a great ora-
tor, but for some reason, "Buster" has not developed his
ability as a speaker. Before him lies a career of trust and
honor—we would not say fame.
Agriculture. Sergeant, First Lieutenant. Cotillion
Club; Vice-President Agronomy Club; Class Football,
'07; Class Track Team. '09; Scrub Football, *09; Scrub
Baseball, '08.
Robert Edward Nickles
DUE WEST, S. ('.
"My oratory will make me famous "
It is a rare occurrence if a body of college men. so large as
t his class, dors not have an aspiring lawyer, and we are no
exception; for we arc burdened with this fellow who answers
to "Bob" or "Robert." Since he has performed oratorical
gymnastics of astounding eloquence and grace, he will attain
distinction like unto Cicero. Webster or ilavne. But really,
"Bob" has had a remarkably successful career, for he has
succeeded in bluffing all the faculty except the ever alert
professor of geology, For "Bob," is predicted a boundless
success as lawyer, and authority on "The Lien Law."
Agriculture. Second Lieutenant. Manager Prepar-
atory Football Team (??); Class Lawyer in Junior and
Senior; President, Literary Critic, Secretary, Censor,
Prosecuting Critic, Reporting Critic, Sergeant-at-Arms
Palmetto Literary Society; Abbeville County Club;
Agronomy Club; Junior Tennis Club; Senior Dancing
Club; Cigar Club; Senior Tennis Club; Debaters Contest,




"He was a man, take him for all in all;
I shall not look on his like again."
"Pig" first startled his native town by his excellent voice.
Alter years of continual practice, "Pig" decided his voice was
capable of being useful to an adjutant at Porter's. But de-
siring larger range, he came to Clemson, where he continues
to "adjutate." He has an individual personality and air
that puts him above most men. With a will of his own. and
a disregard of public opinion, "Pig" has done his duty faith-
fully. There are latent powers in him that know no bounds,
if only awakened.
Agriculture. Corporal, First Sergeant, Color-Sergeant,
Sergeant-major, Captain and Adjutant. Vice-President
Cotillion Club; President Agronomy Club; President
Marlboro County Club; Tiger Staff, '10; Critic Calhoun
Literary Society; Bible Class, Y. M. C. A.
Edward Hall Pinckney
CHARLESTON, S. C.
"He pleases when he kisses, and kisses when he please
"Ed" was born in Memphis, Tennessee, but eighteen years
on the "battrv" has given him a marine accent. He has the
record of teasing Pegues more, smashing more hearts, and
yelling louder in Dadv's room than any other boy in his sec-
tion. His college life has not been given entirely to frivolity,
for he has served his class well, and has distinguished himself
on the 'varsity. He is a winner and wearer of a "C."
As soon as Ed gets his dip, he will return to the little girl
(or girls) who awaits him by the sea, and they will livehappily
ever afterward.
"Senior Private." Band. Gjrman Club; Senior Danc-
ing Club; Agronomy Club; Knights of the Round Table;
Night Hawks; Pendleton Guards; Manager College
Orchestra, '10; Manager Class Football Team, '07; Cap-
tain Scrub Football Team, '07-'08; Varsity Football




"Few words, much sleep, and plenty to eat, make a man morally
deep."
What this lad intend- to do, very few seem to know. He is
taking the electrical course, and is good in all of his work
—
whenever he works. Plenge is a "battery product, but he
never says enough for anyone to discover this fact. I IK
classmates say he is in love, but he stoutly denies the accusa-
tion. He never worries hi- roommates by keeping the light
< hi too late. Plenge i- a staunch advocate of the saying. " Eat
while you sleep or sleep while you eat."
Electrical. Band. Cotillion Club; Senior Dancing
Club; Vice-President Junior Science Club; Y. M. C. A.;
Senior Electrical Science Club; Orchestra; Annual Staff,
*09-' 10.
John Saville Pyatt, Jr.
GEORGETOWN, S. C.
"He says what he means, and means what he says."
" Pen " or "Chick" is appropriately nicknamed: ordinarily
he i- a- peaceful as can be, but ruffle his feathers and you
have a "sitting hen." Hi- outstanding characteristic is a
too great admiration for his professors, and his readiness
to defend them. As the Winyah Graded School could not
give "Chick" the desired education, he entered "Prep" here
many moons ago. Hi- greatest disappointment at college,
was the rejection of his application for Corporal at the end
of his Freshman year. "Hen" may come back and take a
post-graduate course in Dairying and Forestry. Hi- fame as
a landscape gardener will soon become known to the world.
Agriculture. Pendleton Guards; Night Hawks;




"Shall I not take mine ease in mine inn'.'"
"Baby" entered college ;is a bashful, light haired youth;
but the process of civilization has abolished all qualities that
gave him his nickname. Hairy has always been popular,
jolly, and successful in class work. The sore point with him,
is the position in military affairs he received in Senior. The
agricultural section owes much to the scientific research
work of "Baby." The friendship of Harry and "Puss"
Bethea is like that of Damon and Pythias. Harry will prob-
ably spend most of his time in keeping trace of Bethea. tho
he can accomplish whatever he wishes.
Agriculture. Senior Dancing Club; Tennis




"I have been merry twice, and once ere now ."
Johnson is one of those jolly fellows that believe in having
a good time whatever else you do. His greatest achievement
along any line in college, is the author of the "Bowery," the
bottom floor of new barracks. Here he has remained ever
since. The " Bowery " bunch have had sonic good t imes si ud\ -
ing together. With his pipe and an easy chair. Johnson is
content to dream dreams in the smoke; however, be is not
an all-around dreamer.
Electrical. Corporal. Senior Electrical Science Club;
Senior Dancing Club; Taps Staff, '10; Happy-Go-Lucky
Thirteen.
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J. McLaorin L. Ridgill
MANNING, S. C.
"Sometimes from the humblest place,
There rises one to rule the race
Ridgill has no pet names, but has always been called by his
surname in college. He cast his lot with the "hay seeds"
and is true to that section. Nothing great has disturbed his
career, and his quest for knowledge has been uninterrupted.
He i> not a man who pushes himself forward, nor yet so very
retiring. We do not believe Ridgill has yet realized his
capabilities; but when he does, a successful career is open to
him.
Agriculture. Agronomy Club, '09-' 10; Palmetto Liter-
ary Society; Prosecuting Critic; Vice-President, '10.
Charlie Macbeth Robbs
GAFFNEY, S. C.
"With thee are silent fame,
Forgotten arts and wisdom disappeared."
"Charlie" is known by the students to lie an all-round man.
and a hero on the football field. He received his education
at the Spartanburg and Gaffney graded schools. AtClemson,
he has pursued the Civil Engineering course with a remark-
able degree of success. As captain of the "Tigers." he has
won world-wide renown.
"Charlie" will probably devote his time to the building up
of his home town.
Civil Engineering. Sergeant, Color-Sergeant, First
Lieutenant. Class Football, '07; Varsity Football, '08-
'09; Captain of Team, '10; German Club.
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"Loyal-hearted, strong of mind.
A finer boy nowhere you'll find
"Pressley" or "C. P." first caught a glimpse of this great
world al Ninety Six. S. ('. His early education was received
at the Ninety Six High School. "C. P." has not won any
great reputation as an athlete: hut he belongs in the front
ranks of those worthy side-line rooters who make victory so
much easier for their teams. The professor of civil engineer-
ing thinks that some day. "('. I'." will he a great engineer;
hut his classmates are prone to believe that he will get married
and go to farming, or drawing plans for skyscrapers and log
cabins.
Civil Engineering. Sergeant. President, Critic, Re-
cording Secretary, Corresponding Secretary, Chaplain
and Sergeant-at-Arms of Calhoun Literary Society;
Taps Staff, '10; Senior Class Reporter for Tiger; Senior
Dancing Club; Pennant Club; Senior Civil Science Club;
Y. M. C. A. Cabinet; Bible Class Leader.
William Alexander Robinson
EASLEY, S. C.
\ glad hearl maketh a cheerful countenance."
"Cherry" is all thai his name implies, a red cheeked,
good natured fellow. "Alex" leached the height of his am-
bition when he was put in the hand because his roommate
could wield a baton. Then, loo. he was a very good cymbal
healer, and is no! had on alto. "Cherry" i^ not a dull hoy by
any means, for he gets along well without studying. He will
return to Easley, and, if he doesn't become a minister, will
he county engineer.
Civil Engineering. Band. Vice-President German
Club; Civil Engineering Club; Assistant Manager Track
Team, '08; Assistant Manager Baseball, '09; Manager
Baseball Team, '10; Ring Committee, '10; Senior Danc-




•Be to his virtues a little kind,
Be to his faults a little blind."
The smallest boy that entered Clemson in '06, was after-
wards found t<> be "Kid" Rogers. Being too small for a
regular soldier, he was assigned to the signal corps. "Kid"
lia- never had any trouble in making his class—the small are
ever great. He is another chemist thai the class of '10 is
turning out. Rogers 1 i;i -~ never had any military aspirations,
but has devoted his time to studying, and the other pleasures
of college life.
Agriculture and Chemistry. Junior Chemistry Club
Senior Chemistry Club; German Club.
Gerald Duncan Ryan
WEDGEFIELD, S. C.
"How blest is he who crowns in shades likr these,
A youth of labor with an age of ease
"Gerald" entered college in the fall of '05, soon attaining
the distinction of section marcher. Upon entering the Sopho-
more class, be decided to become an electrical engineer, liis
fame litis already begun to spread among his classmates, who
predict a brilliant future for turn. He is particularly famous
for his free hand sketches of connections, and allowing others
to work up data for and with liini. At present, he i~ forming
a partnership with a gentleman who expects to adjust all
instruments to an accuracy of one thousandth of one per
cent. Ryan's expectations are thus brightened and assured
for the fut tire,
Electrical.
Club.




"How hard Iheir lot, who never won nor lost."
"T. R." or "Raysor" was first heard of at Orangeburg,
but during his early years his home was changed to Asheville.
From the "Land of the Sky," he came to Clemson, and pro-
ceeded to elevate himself to the office of Senior captain. On
account of his roving disposition, acquired in early life, he
was retired in November and permanently located in room
372 until June. Raysor's business ability assures a promis-
ing future for him.
Electrical Engineering. Corporal, Color-Sergeant, Quar-
termaster-Sergeant, Captain. President Junior Electrical
Science Club; Business Manager Taps, '10; President




"The cheerfulness of some people is maddening."
"Bill," "William," or "'Willie" is a Georgian, born and
bred, though he has been in South Carolina so long that he
is generally regarded as a naturalized' citizen. However, he
sometimes betrays his birthplace by outbursts of loyalty to
the "Empire State of the South." Rill is noted as an orator,
having once made an address to some "old boys" when he
was a "rat." Bill's good naturcd smile, and his general
appearance have won for him many life-long friends. He
will some day startle the world by inventing a transit
that can lie used while the operator reads a book under some
convenient tree.
Civil Engineering. Columbian Literary Society; Y. M.
C. A.; Civil Engineering Science Club; S. A. M's. Club;
Cotillion Club; The Trio.
±2
John Jacob Drehcr Shuler
[RMO.S. c.
"Slow, but sure."
"Polly" is a specimen from Lexington county. He en-
tered the preparatory class in '05. Since then, he lias, with
undaunted determination, been steadily climbing upward
with the "Hay Seeds. " Quite often during his rat-hood days
he could be found on hall number ten, singing the laundry
list for soda crackers, hence his name. "Folly." His vacant
hours are spent in discussing Prof. Harper's theory of Agri-
culture. "Polly" is as regular in his movements as the sun:
only once has he had an eclipse, that was one day he failed
to go to drill. "Polly'-." future, he keeps to himself, but
suffice it tosav he's bound to make a success in time.
Agriculture. Sergeant, Second Lieutenant. Agron-
omy Club; President Lexington County Club; Sunday
School; Y M. C. A.
Karl Bernard Shuler
IKMO. S. C.
"Words without thoughts never to heaven go."
Great excitement reigned when the city of Irmo learned of
the "Birds" departure for Clemson. Since his arrival at
college, he baa had no time for anything save attending
formations and studying Political Economy. He is so busy
he seldom speaks. Sometimes lie is called "Polly." but
that worthy bird speaks all the time, not so with this one.
In this youth's career, there has been no discordant note,
but a peaceful uneventful life. His future liids the same.




"For some who have his secret nature guessed.
Have found him not too much a priest."
" Rod" is the name that clung to this lad long etc he came
tn Clemson; by this name only is he generally known. Eie is
.1 most diligent student, spending one-tenth of his time in
deeper study, the remainder he uses for discourses on the
agricultural students—he himself being an electrical. How-
ever, " Red" is a jolly, good natured fellow, and is not lost
lor friends in school, fie is most gallant as a ladies' man.
W'ni' it nut for this fact, we should feel safe in predicting a
great career as an electrician for him. lie can amply supply
the lights for Sharon, in addition to his other duties.
Electrical. Sergeant, First Lieutenant. German
Club; Junior Dancing Club; Senior Dancing Club; Junior




"For he is a jolly good fellow, whom no one can deny."
"Simp" hails from Chester, and is no exception to the
reputation of that county; I'm' there isn't a more obliging or
better disposed hoy in college. But the association with
"Mae." his roommate, has been very detrimental to himself,
as he now persistent 1\ absents himself from Sunday school,
and becomes prominent at Bible classes by continued ab-
sences. In reality, however, he is a " very good fellow."
who takes life easy. The greatest problem that ever con-
fronted "Simp." came when he had to decide whether or not
he would take German. Some day he will he famous as a
chemist.
Chemistry. Corporal, Sergeant, First Lieutenant. Cor-
responding Secretary, Treasurer, Vice-President Calhoun
Literary Society; Boulevard; Hot Chocolate Club; Se-
nior Chemistry Club; Junior Chemistry Club; Annual
Staff, *10; Y. M. C. A; Sunday School.
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John Trantham Stephenson
COLUMBIA TO HAKTSVILLE, S. C.
"With never a care for the days to come, he jogs along."
"Steve-" is a fair representative of Kershaw, where he
received his early training a few years ago. He came to
Clemson in '06 hoping to become a great electrician. Several
times he has been tempted to leave the path he chase for a
more alluring cause, hut he is still in pursuit of his studies.
He is noted for never troubling trouble till trouble troubles
him. His character is as -teach as his motions, never suffer-
ing any inconvenience. "Steve" never shirks his duty, except
when room orderly. His future—well, get someone who
knows to tell you.
Electrical. Corporal, Sergeant, Captain. Secretary
and Treasurer Sophomore Class and Sophomore Dancing
School; President Junior Dancing Club; Assistant Busi-
ness Manager Taps, 'JO; Cotillion Club; Senior Dancing
Club; Y. M. C. A.
Stark Beilotte Sullivan
ANDERSON, S. C.
"Kind hearts are more than coronets."
"Stool," began his illustrious career in Anderson some
few years back. With all the educational advantages thai
city offers, "Stool" felt called to Clemson. To those who
know him. he is a jolly, true friend: to those who don't . he i- a
nice fellow. His military training was received in the Signal
Corps, hence his aspirations were abolished with thai worthy
organization. The future of the honorable "S. Ballew"
promises one of great magnitude.
Electrical. Electrical Science Club; Cigar Club; U. S.
of "E"; Junior Tennis Club; Substitute Varsity Baseball,





"II is better to be born lucky,
Than with great riches."
"Chunk" received his youthful training at Springfield;
maybe this accounts for his position in military affairs. How-
ever that may be, he has always been a leader of his class.
It is a mystery to his classmates how he can do so little
studying, and then come out with excellent marks. His
manners are such that he easily makes friends, and, maybe, he
has made friends with the professors. Under his guidance, the
"cowboy" section has established an enviable reputation.
"Chunk' has always made a hit with the ladies; but, if mat-
rimony doesn't prevent, he will finish a university course in
his chosen profession.
Veterinary Science. Corporal, First Sergeant, Major.
Class Historian, '07-'08; Reporting Critic, Prosecuting
Critic, Corresponding Secretary, Recording Secretary,
Treasurer, '09, Vice-President, President Columbian
Literary Society; Debater, '10; Y. M. C. A. Cabinet,
'09-' 10; Delegate to Convention at Columbus, O., '09.
Delegate to Rochester Convention, '10; President Junior
Veterinary Science Club; President Senior Veterinary
Science Club; Cotillion Club; Senior Dancing Club;
President Sam's Club; Tiger Staff, '10; Chronicle Staff
'10; Taps Staff, '10.
Frank Green Tarbox, Jr.
(il-:ORGETOWN, S. C.
"Know thy work and do it."
"Box'' is small, quiet; yet an active member of the Senior
Class. Coming here in '05, it was though! necessary to put
"Box" in the Signal Corps. Here he remained till that or-
ganization disbanded, winning military fame for himself.
You can find him any time of day or night in his room study-
ing or leading scientific literature. "Box" is bound to make
his mark in the world.
Agriculture. Corporal, Sergeant. Agronomy Club;





"Oh! blessed with temper whose unclouded ray
Will make tomorrow as cheerful as to-day. "
"Eddie," tho rather small, is still a prominent figure in
school. His business ability asserted itself in the store which
he had. He is loved and respected, especially by those who
have not yet paid up. His genial smile and jovial nature
have made him friends where others would have failed. Had
he started athletics upon entering school, he would doubtless
be wearing the block "0," as his work on scrub football was
excellent. Do not for a moment forget Eddie was one of the
loyal Pendleton guards. From present indications. Eddie
will return home and enlighten the town as to successful
business methods.
Agriculture and Veterinary Science. Class Football
'09; Class Track Team, *09; Scrub Football, '10; Pal-
metto Literary Society; Chanticleers; Anti-Chanticleers;
Veterinary Science Club; German Club; Junior Tennis
Club; Pendleton Guards; Y. M. C. A.
Charles Pinckney Townsend
BENXETTSVILLE. S. C.
"Thou hast been called, O Sleep! the friend of woe;
But 'tis the happy that have called thee so."
"Judge" obtained his title in quite an unusual manner.
While he was a rat, he was asked his name, and made the
following sage-like remark, "Why, I'm Judge Townsend's
boy!"
"Judge" has made quite a reputation for himself among
his classmates; and, putting all joking aside, we expect to
see "Judge" at the top of the ladder someday, an example to
Clemson men and a pride of '10. However, we arc compelled
to admit that "Judge" is a fairly good hand at making short
circuits. He doesn't make a great many, but those that he
has made, have never been surpassed in the annals of Clemson
College.
Electrical Engineering. Member of Senior Electrical
Science Club; Senior Dancing Club.
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Charles Hard Trott
MT. PLEASANT, S. ('.
'"Think iK 1 1 silence the wisdom ol fools."
"Charlie" is another of the brilliant civil engineers to
graduate this year. His career is at presenl likely to be broken
for the stage, be having won great renown as "Harris" in the
Dramatic Club. Of a good, humorous nature, attending to
his own affairs, avoiding the ladies, with an occasional argu-
ment with professors, Charlie has gone through college with all
the friends he needs. The merry twinkle of his black eyes,
speaks often when his tongue does not.
Civil. Corporal. Pendleton Guards; Class Football,
'08-'09; Scrub Football, '10; Civil Engineering Club;
German Club; Dramatic Club.
Henry Cttmmings Twiggs
SPARTANBURG, S. C.
"My girl and my pipe, and the world is all right."
"Henry" or "Hunt" is by birth a Georgian; but, in his
childhood, he emigrated to South Carolina, where he has ever
been happy and contented. " Kunt " has won quite a reputa-
tion in college, both as a writer and as an impersonator. The
first distinction was won by his excellent contributions to the
"Chronicle," and the second by his successful take off of
Prof. S. B. Earle at the (dee Club entertainment. Henry
will no doubt devote his time to editing a magazine or to
civil engineering in a calm country where the wind won't
blow the lire out of his pipe.
Civil Engineering. Corporal, First Sergeant. Pal-
metto Literary Society; Chronicle Staff, '07; Editor-in-
Chief Chronicle, '10; Y. M. C. A.; Pendleton Guards;





"In me there dwells no gn il be s ime far "tT touch of
ness to know well I am not great.''
"Snipe" first came to Clemson in '05, but later decided to
casl bis lot with the present class. He is a haul student, ami
spends his vacant hours by assiduously reading bulletins,
year books, etc. Ke believes in being neither seen nor heard,
which acco tnts for his geni is remaining in obscuritj . "Snipe
will follow his chosen profession, and some daj will win fame
as an a Itural chemist
.
Agriculture and Chemistry. Sunday School; Y. M.
C. A.: Greenwood County Club; Chemistry Club; Liter-
ary Critic Calhoun Society.
Lucius Durant Webb
ANDERSON, S. C
'"Tis well i" have opinions oi your own.''
Luciu- hasn't attracted an\ attention as a great athlete,
but he has won quite a reputation ;h a slide trombone artist.
No debating society has hi- name on it- roll; but, nevertheless,
he has wonderful ability as a debater, tie has never been
known to give over in any argument, and he chooses such
subjects as "'Tis better to have an emptj pocket and a full
stomach than a full pocket and an einpl\ stomach."
Electrical. Band. Cotillion Club; Hop Committee,
'08-'09; Senior Dancing Club; Director of Orchestra;





None knew thee bui to love thee,
None named thee 'out to praise
"Buster" is a product of Laurens county, and wed might
she be proud of him. He lias gained distinction in all phases
of college life. His jolly disposition is ruled by a will and de-
termination thai speaks of manhood. As a football hero,
his name is foremost on the lips of every student. His college
career lias been one of success, and then' is no doubl bul thai
his life career will he just as successful.
Electrical. Corporal, First Sergeant, Captain. Cal-
houn Literary Society; Commencement Marshal, '09;
Secretary Senior Dancing Club; President Senior Elec-
trical Science Club; Manager and Coach Junior Football
Team (class champions, '09); Cotillion Club; Y. M. C. A.
Cabinet, '10; Class Football, '07; Scrub Football, '08;
Varsity Football, '09-' 10; Track Team, '08, '09, '10;
Assistant Manager Track Team, '09; Winner of first
medal for shot put and second medal high jump at S. I.
A. A. Meet in Nashville; Manager Track Team, '10.
James McFadden Wylie
ROCK hill, s. c.
"The' matrimony has some pains,
Celibacy has tew pleasures
"
"Pat" is a line son of old Ireland, as his head readilj
tells, and his wit implies. Lea\ ing college for awhile. " Pal
'
bee a linn believer in the above verse. This year he
returned t<> complete his course in civil engineering. He
speaks what he thinks, and has his own opinion. In him you
find a friend indeed, when he expresses friendship. "Pat"
bids fair to he an engineer of no small renown.








^tgtorp of tfje Class of 1910
"I i- distance lends enchantmenl to the view."
H(
)()K I \( ; a I Senior < lass from the viewpoint of a Freshman, it seemed
to be shrouded in some mystic halo, through which we feared we
>h<uil(] never be able to penetrate. But, as we approached the un-
known border, the mists have gradually cleared away, leaving only the bare
fact- and responsibilities standing out in clear relief. Then the questions
arise, "Have these responsibilities been mel a- they should have been?" "Has
everyone dune his \ci\ best?" To answer these questions, it is necessary for
ii- to turn hack four years, and follow our steady inarch onward over the
rough and rugged way. ()n beginning the ascent, two hundred and two green
but determined Freshmen stood at the bottom of the mountain, gazing intently
upon the crags and jagged peaks thai would be theirs to surmount. Bowever,
our reverie was interrupted by the paddle of a Sophomore, who cried, "Wiry
stand ye here idle?" Thus the ascent began. At the very first, we were
taught hew insignificant we were. What a contrasl to our former opinions!
The wild, unruly "Rat" was put in the same category with the shy and timid
"Mouse"—that of a lowly Freshman. Notwithstanding all this, we took an
active pari in the various activities id' the college. Finally Commencement
came, followed by a happy vacation.
Sophomore followed in rapid succession. When the mil was called, one
hundred and fifty-eighl of our foimer Dumber answered "here." The others
had found the jagged peaks too steep to ascend, consequently they fell hack a
year or gave up entirely. To return as a Sophomore, was the height of eveiy-
one's ambition, hut. in the preceding year, we had accumulated enough knowl-
edge to know that a Sophomore's wisdom is "small of statute:" therefore we
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were freed from passing through thai period of rinding ourselves out. Soon,
our men began to show their athletic ability; we had several men on the
football field, on the baseball nine, and on the (rack team. This year marked
the beginning of the career of several men who were to break all of Clemson's
former records in the athletic line. Alas! the fateful day came—the calamity
of the April escapade. I I ere, as with other (lasses, our number was divided; some
remained loyal to the college; others joined in with the "Pendleton Guards."
When the smoke cleared away, il was found thai eighty-five members of our
class weie missing. Times looked gloomy indeed, but the few that remained
did good work, and kept the class together. Il was at this time that the
Honor System was adopted by all classes. The Honor System had existed in
the Junior and Senior ('lasses for some time, but had never been adopted by
the Sophomore ('lass. This was the first clas> to take lip the matter, and
much of the success was due to the efforts of the class. Now came the second
rest with its numerous pleasures.
The gloomy prospects had brightened considerably at the beginning of
our Junior year. All the "Pendleton Guards," who -<> desired, were allowed
tci return to college. Many came with the determination In make their classes,
and d'd so. Also several g I men joined us from the preceding Junior Class.
Alter a careful count, an enrollment of eighty-six men was found. Not so
bad after all. The Juniors then began to realize that soon they would stand
at the head : theie would be none to look up to. During this year, many of the
men did line work on the athletic Held. The championship in football was
easily taken, as every other class was defeated by a large seme. The class
put out one of the best teams that has been here for several years. So much
the moie do we feel proud of it, when we remember that it wa- managed and
coached entirely by men from the class. Then followed the struggle on field's
Day. The other classes put up a good struggle, hut were entirely outclassed
by the fleet-footed Juniors. When the score was counted, it was found that the
Juniors were ahead. The cup was ours; another star had been added to our
ciown. Thus time rolled by, and again we found ourselves at another period
of rest.
The goal has been icached! So far tin victor] lias been ours. Bui we
did not pass through that mysterious transformation which was anticipated
in our earlier college course. bu1 only met face to face the duties and responsi-
bilities. However, to share these obligations, we could count upon seventy-six
men. As the year seventy-six of the eighteenth century and the year seventy-
six of the nineteenth century were two noted years in American history, we
hope the present seventy-six men will he actuated by the same spirit of courage
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and energy—ever following the paths of right. Here we found onr long-looked
for Senior privileges to be only fantastic dreams. Our course has been run
under three commandants, and each succeeding one removed some of our
privileges, until the name is all that is left to us.
What changes Time hath wrought in his ceaseless course! About the
middle of our first year at college, each one thought that the happiest time
of his life would be when he had been handed his diploma at graduation day.
Is this true!' Not by any means. Friendships that have been formed during
the four years of close relationship hind us closer together than ties of steel.
Mere separation cannot sever these relations. As we have shared the fortunes
and misfortunes of each other through our college career, so -hall we he bound
with even -till stronger ties of sympathy in the future.
Ha\in^- traced the gradual transition thus far. we must leave the future
for the prophet. But, lor the Class of 1910, we hope that the line- may fall in
pleasant place-: and may lie who wateheth over all. he a light to brighten up
life's weary pathway.
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2|t£torp of Junior Clastf
HOOKING back over the past, we must realize that we are the outcome
of thai memorahle horde of two hundred and fifty Freshmen who
arrived al Clemson September 11, 1907. We were an energetic
bunch of youths from all parts of the grand old Commonwealth of Smith
Carolina, gathered together in the shade of the historic <>ld homestead of
John ('. Calhoun to please the dictates of ambition, to obtain inspiration that
will guide ns through life, and to seek knowledge along scientific lines.
Though we were many, we proved our deficiency— like the ancient Greeks and
Iniiians— in organization by bowing our heads in servitude to the domineering
and tyrannical upper classmen: thus we bore the burdens of Freshmen, and
served our superiors till we came to that bright date on the calendar which
appeared to us as a glittering diamond
—
dune. As well as filling ourselves
with the joys id' the pleasures id' vacation, we were jubilant over the fact that
the three short months id' summer would mark" our transit from the dormant
state of "rathood" to that of lordly Sophomores.
The pleasures, troubles, and other ordeals of summer absorbed a large
number of our classmen. The eighth of September, 1908, marked the period
at which one hundred and fort v-one wisest of all wise Sophomores returned to
college to assume the duties and responsibilities of caring for the needy and
homesick rats who joined us in our grand old borne. Aside from our duties
as guardians of those who proved to he so unfamiliar with their surroundings,
we made greal and deep researches into sciences, as expounded by such as
Galileo, Newton. Archimedes, Gay Lussac, Darwin and others, which have been
given to the world mainly to serve as blocks and stones in the pathway of the
all-wise Sophomores. A large portion of our summer vacation was taken up
in demonstrating the scientific principles acquired during the previous nine
months. The basis of the demonstrations consisted in drawing the bell cords
over "mike."
Finding that we did not possess the acceleration of mind that we had
duped ourselves into believing that we had attained while Sophomores, one
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hundred and five of us returned on September s, 1909, to take up our work
as Juniors. Since September, several have fallen by the wayside; bul more
than four score are still striving onward and upward to attain the goal which
we set while Freshmen. Allowing due limit to the ravages of examinations
and plagues of time, we can safely count on having mure than the allotted
Dumber—three score and ten— to assume the garb of dignity becoming of
Seniors when we again gather together in the autumn of L910.
Rach \ear of our stay in college lias been marked by the great interest
taken and the work done by the Class of '11 mi the athletic held. We have
contributed largely in men to both 'varsity and scrub football, baseball and
track during the three years that we have been at Clemson. (Mm- men have
responded with equal activity and enthusiasm to class athletics. Though we
have ne\er won any championships, we have don |ually as well as any other
class in giving backbone to the college athletics. Kind leaders, just hear in
mind that we will vet attain something, for,
"I [e \\ li" Bghl - ;i ml runs away
Shall live to fighj another day
:
I'.nt In' who i- in kit i le slain
Shall never rise to fight again."
Now. as we are on the verge of launching out upon another, the last, year
of our college life, let each and every one of us |>ull together for the upbuilding,
not of self, but of the ('lass of 191] ; and when the curtain of revelation is
drawn hack, may we all find our names inscribed around the highest pinnacle
of Fame's lair temple.
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Reid, T. R. s (mpayroc. E. A. Tompkins, D. Wheeler, J. J.
Rochester, W. II. Stokes, II II Truesdale, B.J. Willoughby, J. A.
Rowell, N. K. Stanton, C. H. Ulmer, R. M. Wilson, T. B.
Sanuers, M. F. Stribling, J. M. Wakefield, J. B. Williford, F. A.
Simpson, J. A. Tison. E. W. Welborn, J. W. Williford, L. M.
Small. A. G. Therrell, L. It. Wessinger, .1. II. S. Yates, L. F.
Zerbst, S. (1.
Higtorp of tfje Class of 1912
the beginning of our Freshman year, there were two hundred and
fifty-six boys who were traveling upon an unknown mad. where not
our physical abilities were In he tested, hut where our mental activities
were to he cultivated, and our minds broadened and deepened. In
over which many of the students who traveled before us had suc-
cessfully passed, there were results of had record. As a result of this fore-
warning, the majority of our class became aware of this fact, and tried to
"shun" all of these obstacles: while on the other hand, there were some who
seemingly forgot about the long branches of "Physics," "Math.," "Trig.," and
Chemistry" that had to he crossed on the road that leads through "Soph," and.
consequently, were left in deep water in the midst of one of these branches.
At the beginning id' the second year, there were one hundred and sixty-one
boys, some of whom wcw originally of Class ••"11." under the influence and
guidance of Mr. II. T. Prosser, our class president, whose colors had not
fallen while on the long and narrow path that leads to examination.
It has often been said that whenever a Freshman lays down his work in
dune to resume it in September as a Sophomore, he then thinks that he is
wiser than any member id' the other cla>ses : hut we can truly say. and are sure
there are other men in the Class "IV" that will hear us up in our statement,
that such is not the case with us. We, as Sophomores, desire to hold our
places as such for the time being, and no more. The cleft between where we
started in Fresh., and the goal beyond that we long to reach is still widening;
and in reality, the more we learn, the Less we seem to know, due to the recog-
nition of our ever increasing circles of thought and knowledge, which, the
farther we travel, seem to grow larger and more difficult to encompass.
We do not hesitate in saying that the present Sophomore (lass bids fair
to be one among the most notable in the history of the college. We all have
a great interest in the welfare of the college, and for this reason we are doing
everything in our power to achieve tins welfare, and to uplift Clemson College
even to a higher standing than it already has. We are trying to cultivate the
broad and generous sympathy which throbs in unison with all humanity,
feels for every man. and which is interested in everything that concerns the
common brotherhood of the entire corps.
Taking our (lass from an athletic standpoint, we arc playing an important
part, being represented on the "Varsity" football squad by two of our most
prominent men. Messrs. J. A. Hates and .1. 1-'. Ezell, who are making cham-
pionship names for Clemson, both at home and abroad. \'ot only is our class
well represented on the football field, bu1 our record is also fairly good on
the track team. We are looking forward fur "Soph" to put oul the leading
pitcher on the baseball squad this season, and by a little encouragement and
good coaching, we believe Mr. Eenry Rivers will surely fill our expectations.
But, after all. here's one who has tried faithfully to win a place on class
football team, and having failed there, has decided to run a race with ••Sam"
Ezell, tn see which can eat the most, when, lo! a certain voice was heard to
say. 'The prize is won by Mr. Jeffords, who distinguishes himself as 'still a
good-en.' As to the besl essayist, Mr. Pelham Knight, a greal writer and
Lover of literature (?), deserves no little mention, and in our search for a
man who could write the besl and mosl up-to-date ii"te of thank- fur a box
of candy from his besl girl, we found .Mr. Johnnie Wakefield to he far superior
to anyone else in the entire class ( ?).
The tact that we stand among the first in literary societies has been
proven l>\ Mr. II. W. Cromer, who ha- twice been appointed a speaker in the
Annual Celebration 'if the Palmetto Literary Society, and who, in his
Freshman year, won the declaimer's medal. We are taking a ureal interesl
in the developmenl of that phase in college, and hope to he even more successful
in the future than we have been in the past.
In our Freshman year, we were divided into Agricultural and Mechanical
sections only; hut when we took the high fly fur "Soph" there were numerous
divisions made; viz.. the Agricultural, Textile. Metallurgical, Civil, Electrical
and Mechanical sections. Those who were fund of the study of plants and
animal-, chose the agricultural course; while those who were ambitious to
become engineers, chose one of the other courses. Though we are divided
in these sections, apart from each other in our da-- room and laboratories,
nevertheless we are striving onward together lor places of larger promise and
greater usefulness.
At a meeting held at the beginning of the session, the following officers
were elected: Mr. II. I* . Prosser, president ; Mr. E. W. Cromer, vice-president
;
Mr. .1. F. Ezell, secretary ami treasurer; Mr. F. L. Ross, poet: Mr. <;. W.
Byars, historian ; ami Mr. .1. M. Workman, reporter to the "Tiger." A- presi-
dent of the daneing school. Mr. T. ( '. Redfern was chosen, with Mr. B. F.
Owens, v ice pie-nletit ami Mr. A. P. Fant, secretary and treasurer.
Up to the present, our college work has been veiv satisfactory. A smaller
percentage of the boys failed on the first term examinations than in any of
the preceding Sophomore classes, which is a record we are proud of: ami we
only trust that it will he maintained until the roll call of 1912. Yet. the more
we -ee of the Soph, moie wolf:, the n we icalize that the path before us is
far from easy; hut we temember, too. that "success is the reward of the
greatesl service," and. remembering this, we are to gel down to study ami
prepare for "white cards" to Junior.
Fellows, stand up for your class in every way, ami let us make the Class
of 1912 one to he proud of; ami permit me to say, in conclusion, that never
were any higher and more gratifying prospects spread before us; and we trusi
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JMstorp of tfje Clas# of 1913
j^^!\ HE Freshman Class of 1913 consists of eighty-one Agricultural and
t j one hundred and twelve Mechanicals. Although this is not the
^^^^r largest class thai has entered the college, it is of a good size, and
shows prospects of being one of the best. The officers, which were chosen by the
class, are: J. T. Cochran, of Clemson, president; •'. EL Kangeter, of Charles-
ton, vice-president : and M.. Coles, of Columbia, secretary and treasurer. Under
the leadership of these strong men. the class oughl to make good.
Our class showed up well on the football field. We had two men on
'Varsity and four on the Scrubs. We also were not lacking in track or baseball.
Our clas> turned out the first "Rat" team in the history of the college.
The class team, although it was the lightest team out. made up in speed and
spirit for what it lacked in weight. We played three games. The first was
with the "Preps.," which we won easily, with a score of 1<) to <>. The second,
with the Juniors, was a much harder game and, although the score was to <>.
our goal was never in danger, while the hall was most of the time in their
territory. The last and the hardest game, was with the "Sophs." who had
al-o tied with the Juniors. This game was called in the middle id' the second
half because of an injury received by one of our men. and the game ended
without either side scoring.
Our college work has been very good so far, and we will make every effort
to continue it so. Although L913 is a long way off, we all have hopes of
receiving diplomas when Commencement day of that year comes.
There is no doubt id' there being a number of great men among us, who,
some day will astonish the world with their orations, writings and engineering
feats. If we show the same spirit in helping our class. State, and country, as
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Hh'oM many scattered parts of our State, we, the Class of l'-'l I. came
speeding towards Clemsor College on September 7, L909. We can-
qoI say thai our trip to Clemson was one of ease and unlooked For
pleasures. Far differenl from that. Many were the talcs we had heard of the
terrible persecution of tats among the halls of learning that we were rapidly
approaching. As we Qeared the college, these talcs assumed vivid proportions,
and we were certain thai we were soon to encounter experiences thai only the
stout-hearted and Fearless could survive. Nevertheless, we allowed ourselves
to be carried on and on, until finally someone came through the cats an-
nouncing our arrival at Calhoun. Some of the old boys, who had comic pari of
the way with us on the train, favored us by allowing us to cany their baggage
over tn the barracks. Thus burdened, we came approaching the buildings
which loomed up to the proportions of huge prisons.
After our arrival at the barracks, we were told by our Friends, who had
escorted us From the station, that when we carried their trunks up, we could
go. We wete delighted at the thought that this was to be all we should be
required to do. The day was intensely hot, but we did as we had been told.
After we had finished our task and had stalled to walk away, we were en-
countered by some more of the old boys, who told us that we could also carrv
G9
up their luggage. This distasteful work lasted for about three days, with more
"merriment" at night, such as turning, rat meetings, old-time singings, cake-
walks, etc., which afforded us as much anxiety and uneasiness as it afforded
the old hoys amusement.
Of course, under such conditions, it was natural for us to wish for the
old homestead. Everything at Clemson seemed so unreal and unnatural. We
spent our time exploring the spacious buildings and grounds, and avoiding the
old boys at day and living in constant tenor of them at night. We also
missed the old reliable home fare, and the technical terms of the mess hall
kept us in a guessing mood for several days.
Soon the mysteries of examinations, schedules, etc., were all unraveled,
and we got down steadily to work. Everything was getting quieter, and we
could now almost go at will in and out of the barracks. And now the real
pleasure of college life was dawning upon us, if we may call it pleasure in our
rat year, watching football scrimmages and other outdoor sports, and also
indoor sports as crap-shooting, raffling, set-back, etc.
And that fair trip. Did we have our time? dust ask us. Those
Columbia people all thought we were Sophs and Juniors, and some of those
girls said we were as genteel as Seniors. 1 don't know what they meant by
that, and was afraid to ask a Senior.
Al'tei' the fair, lime fairly Hew by, and soon Christmas exams, were on
us. Well, most of us pulled through all right. Hut I really think we did not
do these exams, justice, as we weie so Idled with delight at the thought of
going home so soon.
And the trip home. We weie the heroes of our homes and the pride of
our towns. Everybody said our uniforms made us look like real soldiers.
After ( hi istmas, class foot ha II came on. We organized a team, and entered
the contest for the trophy cup. This was our liist step in taking a part in the
college activities. Willi .1. I*. Verner as captain and A. II. Lachiootte as
manager, we soon went to work in earnest. We played creditable hall, con-
sidering the fact that almost everyone of us was inexperienced. We played
the Fieshmen first, hut they heat us by the score of In to 0. We played the
Sophs next, who also won by the same seme. In the last pait of the Soph
game, Verner met with the serious misfortune of getting his collar-hone
broken. The team was disbanded after this game, as it was hardly worth
while to continue playing. We are proud of our team, though, and of our
class also. We have aboul eighty-five enrolled, and everyone expects to he a
Freshman next Fall. Whether we he Freshmen or not. it is a known fact that
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Hon. W. D. EVANS . Cheraw, Marlboro County
Hon. B. H. RAWL . Washington, D. C.
Hon. IVY M. MAULDIN . Pickens, Pickens County
TERM EXPIRES, 1912
Hon. JESSE II . HARDIN
Hon. JNO. G. RICHARDS
Hon. COKE D. MANN
( Ihester, Chester County
Liberty Hill, Kershaw County




\Y. R. PERKINS, M. S.
A. & M. Mississippi
Head of Department
M. HAY POWERS, D. Y. S.
New York University
Associate Professor
I). 0. Nol" USE, B. S.
M \SSACHUSETTS AGRICULTURAL COLLEGE
Associate Professor Animal Husbandry
L.I. KNIGHT, A. B, B. S.
University Chicago
University Illinois
Associate Professor of Botany and Forestry
J.M. BURGESS, B. S.
Clemson College
Assistant Professor of Dairying
(I. Q. AINSLEE, B. S.
University of Minnesota
Assistant Professor of Entomology
R. 0. FEELEY, D. Y. S.
New York Veterinary College
Assistant Veterinarian
1). c. MOORING, M. S.
University Arkansas
Assistant Professor of Horticulture
s-.'
After aMecture on the need of specializing in business, one worthy Junior
got up and said, " 'Fessor, that's the reason I'm going to be a butcher."
Section 1 recently had a row because Section 1 A got out of twenty
minutes of Agriculture; each had cut for two months.





Prof. K. gave a lecture on use of wood in China for coffins.
On review he got—"Wood is used for wooden legs and crutches by the
Chinese."
At Veterinary Hospital. Dr. Feeley (to negro with lame mule): "Oh,
carry him down yonder and bring him back barefooted." The negro reap-
peared ten minutes later with '•hoe- across shoulder and carefully stepping
over stony places.
Another negro with ring in his ear brought a mule with affected eyes. He
told Doctor that he wore the ring for a "misery in de eye." Dr. Feeley pre-
scribed a ring for the mule's ear.
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Professor of ( 'hemistry and < 'hief ( 'hemist of Experiment Station
RICHARD NEWMAN BRACKETT
A. B. of Davidson College; I'h. I), of Johns Hopkins University
Associate Professor of Chemistry
DAVID BILL HENRY, B. S.
( !lemson College
Assistant Professor
ROBERT ANDERSON HALL, A. B., Ph. D.
University of Chic \o<>
Assistant Professor of Fertilizer and Food Chemistry




Col. Hardin: "Well, Mr. Allen, how are you getting along with your
analysis?"
Mr. Allen: "All right, sir!"
Col. Hardin: "I asked Mr. Warner sometime ago how he was getting
along, and all he did was to smile; and as I did not understand the signifi-
cance of a smile in Chemistry, I thought 1 would ask someone else.
"
Dr. Brackett (to juniors): "If peanuts are worth five cent- per quart,
how much would you have to pay for a bushel of brick-bats?"
Prof. Henry (to Soph. Craig): "Mr. Craig, what are the group reagents
in order."
Mr. Craig: "Hydrogen Sulphide is the only one I remember, and I have
forgot the formula of it."
Dr. Hall (to Senior Pinckney, after breaking his sixth flask): "Mr.
Pinckney, you will have to remember that glass will break sometimes."
Senior Bethea (in ("hem. Lab.): "Dr., where can I find a bottle of
carbon dioxide?"
Dr. Hall: "Mr. Bethea, you had just as well go make up a bottle, as I
am out.
"
Soi'it. Tison (to Soph. Adams in Chemistry Laboratory, after trying to
light his Bunsen burner): "Why won't this lamp burn?"
Soph. Adams: "Because there is no oil in it."
Rat Merritt (after being directed to Dr. Brackett's office by an old
boy for the forge shop) : "Professor, what forge will I work at?"
Dr. Brackett: "Are you crazy; there is no forge in here. This is the
office of the Chemistry professor."
Senior Rogers, after working for ten minutes trying to get the stopper out
of a bottle of strong ammonia, for curiosity only, is nearly knocked down.
Dr. Brackett: "Mr. Rogers, I hope you are satisfied.
"
Dr. Brackett, in explaining the principles of scientific oxidation to a
class of Juniors, hunts the laboratory over for a cigar one-quarter of an inch
long, and shows them how the cigar has burned in the presence of oxygen.
Senior Rogers, after emptying three bottles of acid and four of ammonia
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HALE HOUSTON, C. E.
Washington and Lee University
Professor <>j Civil Engineering
R. I. SWEENY, B. S.
Clemsox College
Assistant Professor of Civil Engineering
DEFINITIONS
Transit An instrument used to toll the time when you are four or
five
miles from the college. This instrument is also used to observe
any
strange girls who happen to be on the campus.
Class-Room—A place where the students go for an hour's sleep.
Boat—A trap to catch Gus Burton.
Rods -Vaulting polo-;.
Tape—A contrivance to cause the chainmen to get scratched by briars.
Daniel Boone: " Professor, are the iron bars in wild animal
cages made
of wood?"
pR0 F. H : Mr. Bill, in what respect doe- a Howe truss differ
from
a Pratt?"
Senior Hill: (awaking) "Howe was a British general, and Pratt is the
manufacturer of Pratt's hood.
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Prof. H— : "Mr. Boone, if barracks Xo. 3 has been standing for two
years, how long will it be before reinforced concrete columns will be used in
the front portico?"
Daniel Boone: "That's just what I was going to ask you. Professor.
"
PROBLEMS
If a train weighing 2.5 tons per lineal font, running at a speed of one
hundred miles per hour, crosses a through Pratt bridge, and the bridge is
seventy feet above the water— (a) How much cement would be required
to dam the stream? (b) Calculate the distance to the sun with same data.
(c) Find true meridian.
Suppose a brick building has walls forty feet high, and the roof truss
supports a dead load of ten kips per panel. Find reactions for wind pressure
from inside when the owner discovers " Vandy" making love to his daughter.
Also calculate by the method of moments the compression stress on the gate
posts when aforesaid young man leaps the fence.
An impounding reservoir has a capacity of 150,000,000 gallons. The
dam is thirty feet high. Find how many frogs, snakes, and fishes will be
discovered in the settling basin. Abo state, by Prof. Calhoun's method
the age of the rock upon which the dam was founded.
A Howe truss has the following loads at each panel point: sixty-four
kips at lower chord and ten kips at upper chord. The whole truss is in
perfect equilibrium. Calculate the velocity an aeroplane would have to
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^^HK Civil Engineer goes out
V V With not a hand to cheer him on,
No crowd to praise his daring deeds.
No one to weep when lie is gone.
He leads the way to every clime
To mark a path for ship or train;
He works to-day and all the time;
He works when fair, he works in rain.
He goes far north where Peary goes;
His eastern pathway has no end;
He plants his rod in southern snows.
And to the west he leads all men;
He has no time to think of home
For "Forward!" is his battle cry;
He has no time to play or roam;
He works and lets all fun pass by.
But Engineers have their reward:
The work that they have done down here,
When they have gone to be with God,




WALTER MERRITT EtIGGS, E. M. E.
Alabama Polytechnic Institute
Director of Department of Electrical and Mechanical Engineering and Professor
of Electrical Engineering
FRANK TOWNES DARGAN, M. S.
Fueman University
Assistant Professor of Electricity
Prof. Dargan: "Mr. McCown, why do we have to use an alternating
current in performing this experiment?"
McCown: "Because a direct current would short circuit the motor.
and thus burn it out."
Prof. Dargan: "Mr. Chapman, why is it necessary to use brass in the
const ruction of a ballistic galvanometer?"
Chapm w (after considerable thought replied): " Brass is one of the very
besl Dim conductors of electricity."
9G
SPECIMEN OF ELECTRICITY PROBLEMS
<)ne hundred and fifty, 20 C. I*. lamps and three D'Arsonval galvano-
meters are connected in series with a 250-volt direct current compound gener-
ator with commutating poles, at a distance of 18 miles, (a) If the weight
of money invested in the galvanometers is 25 lbs., what did it cost in Chinese
money? (h) If 9io of the line was submarine and the remainder run on
poles, how long will it take the stand-pipe to fill with silver nitrate?"
Prove by calculus that the maximum current is sent by a battery when
one terminal is connected to the ground and the other to Prof. Dargan's
wooden leg. Also calculate the amount of self-induction produced by the
latter.
Two small electrified bodies separated at a distance of 12.3 cms. in a
medium whose dielectric constant is 2.7 are found to attract each other with
force of 7.(> dynes, (a) Calculate in hours the time that it will take Prof.
Dargan to climb a telegraph pole. (6) Solve for the amount of affection
that the instructor of Junior Electricity has for "Red" Sims and "Father
Steve." Answer must be in gills.
A D'Arsonval galvanometer with aluminum pointer and hair spring
suspension, has a resistance of 4 ohms, and when its terminals are subjected
to a P. D. of 150 millivolts, the pointer is deflected 1 ">() divisions on the scale.
What time is it? Ans. 'A P. M.
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SAMUEL BROADUS EARLE, A. M., M. E.
Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
THOMAS GRAYSON POATS, M. E., E. E.
Associdh Professor of Physics
RUDOLPH EDWARD LEE, B. S.
Associate Professor of Drawing
STYLES TRENT* )N H( (WARD
Assistant Professor of Machine Work
ANDREW BURCHELL GARDNER
Assistant Professor Woodwork
WILLISTON WIGHTMAN KLUGH, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Drawing
Jo I IX WEEMS GANTT
\ssistant Professor oj Forge and Foundry Work
ZACK ROBERT LEWIS
Assistant in Forge and Foundry






Engine 36x60 ins. ; M. E. P. 90 lbs.; R. P. M.. 700; diameter piston
rod, 3 ins. Find size of engine required to move Bill Seabrook from his scat
in the laboratory. Also determine how many whiskers a billy goat has from
same data.
A 700 H. P. engine uses 200 lbs of steam per hr. Temperature of con-
densed -team, equals 100 deg. F; Temperature condensing water, warm.
equals 95 deg; Vacuum, equal- 25 ins. From above data, calculate the
minimum temperature at the North Pole. Also get distance from Buenos
Aires to London.
An I beam is 50 ft. long. It has 3 concentrated loads of 10,000; 50,000
and 17.1)00 lbs, all at equal distance.-. A man sees a Japanese ship from
the top of the building in which the beam is used. Calculate the engineer'.-
name.
Seniob Easterlinc (pouring water in engine cylinder with drain valves
open): "I wonder how much water this clearance space holds; this is the
eighteenth bucket I*ve poured into it."
Prof. E.: "Mr. Hydrick, can you make the hot air engine run?
- '
"Beef" Hydrick: "1 think, sir. if I blow the flame a little longer, it
will run."
Senior Floyd: "Professor, do youlookup 'q' in the 'q' column, or in
the 't' column?"





Professor and Director of Department
CLAUDE WIGHTMAN McSWAIN, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Designing and Weaving
DRAYTON EDWIN EARLE, B. S.
Assistant Professor of Carding and Spinning
Cotton is used so extensively throughout the world, that it influences
more people than any other one raw material. About seventy per cent, of
the world's supply is raised in our Southern States. The manufacture of
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cotton in the South has not reached that proportion to which it may reason-
ably aspire. There are many problems in the finer details of manipulation
and in economic questions which our Southern mills have not yet faced.
A textile school lays special emphasis on all these points which cannot be
readily gotten in the mills. The opportunities the textile world offers are
almost unlimited. The business of cotton manufacture is more than simply
making yarns and cloth, so a textile school has to undertake a broader course
of instruction, and to cover a wider field of products.
The textile department was established here in 1898. The building is a
two-story brick structure, designed along the plan of a modern cotton mill.
The purpose of this department is to teach the art of cotton manufacture
to the young men of South Carolina, who wish to make the mill industry
their business, and to give practice in applying the different methods and
principles used. The equipment is composed of men am! improved machinery
and includes all that i> necessary for the manufacture of numerous textile
fabrics from the raw stock to the finished material. Each machine is analyzed
by an instructor, who explains its mechanism, it- necessity, ami it- peculiar
function in the process. The different subjects are: carding, spinning,
weaving, cloth analysis, cam drawing, designing, jacquard designing, organic
chemistry, dyeing, ami mill construction. Besides getting a thorough knowl-
edge of the textile industry, the student ha- a good general education leading
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Cngltsrt) department
CHARLES MANNING FURMAN, A. B.
Furman University
Professor
DAVID WISTAR DANIEL. A. M.
Wofford College; Vanderbilt University
Associate Professor
THOMAS WADLINGTON KEITT
Virgin] \ Military Institute
Assistant Professor
ARTHUR BUIST BRYAN, B. S.
Clemson College; Student, University of Chicago
Assistant Professor
MARK EDWARD BRADLEY, A. R.
Erskine Collkgi:
Assistant Professor
Instructor in Preparatory Department
L. A. SEASE, B. S.
Clemson College
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Prof. F. (hearing a noise): "This is that blackguard section, is it?"
Cadet M.: "No, sir, Professor, all the men in this section are agri-
culturals."
Prof. F.: "You may leave the room. sir.
"
Prof. !•'.: "Mr. Baxley, what kind of feet were Chaucer.-?"
Mr. B. : "I don't think the book says what number of shoes he wore.
"
Prof. F.: "Mr. Nickles, you may recite."
Bob: "Prof.. I would like to get excused. My eyes have been troubling
me."
Prof. F.: "All right, sir; you should be thankful that they have lasted
you this long.
"
Prof. F.: "Say. was that you making that noise. Bethea?"
Cadet B.: " Yes, sir. "
Prof. F.: "Leave my room immediately, sir. I'll not permit you to
tell the truth, and remain in my room."
Prof. F. (in one of his reformation lectures): "Why, you boys haven't
got as much sense as a rabbit, but I don't mean to slander the rabbit by the
comparison."
Prof. F. (just after epidemic of measles): "I don't want any of you to
study your lesson in English while your eyes are weak." The next day
every man wore a pair of green glasses to the recitation room. Big day!
Sergeant Buckner: "Prof. Mr. Warner's feet are poetical."
Prof. F.: "How's that?"
Buck: " Because they are 'long fellows.' Ha! Ha!"
Prof. F.: "Mr. Hodge, have you any justifiable reason for me to excuse
you from writing compositions?"
Froggy: "Yes, sir; my grandfather once wrote a piece in the county
paper.
"
Prof. F.: "All right; I'll excuse you then."
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department of (©eologp ant jHtneralogp
FRED HARVEY HALL CALHOUN, B. S., PH. I).
B. S. University of Chicago, '98; Ph. I). University of Chicago, '02;
Instructor University of Chicago, '00-02; Assistant Professor of Geology and
Physics, /Hindis ( 'ollege, '0%-'04; Professor of Geology and Mineralogy, < 'lemson
College, '0'+; Assistant Geologist U. S. Geological Survey, '01; Instructor
University of Chicago Correspondence School, '00; Professor of Geology, Uni-
versity of Colorado Summer School, '05-06; Instructor in Field Geology , Uni-
versity of Chicago Summer School, '07; Member of American Association for
Advancement of Science; Fellow Geological Society of America; Professor of
Geology University of Colorado Summer School; Geologist for Colorado State
< ;< ological survey.
Dk. ('.: "Why is it you can stand under a nine hundred fool waterfall
ainl never get wet?"
"Red" Sims: "Because the water evaporates."
Yes; the Missouri River is so muddy, you can hear it crack when going
around a Lend.
Very young "Rock," only aboul 1,000,000 years old.
Burton, in defining an iceberg said, "It is a modern gun boat."
How can a man fall in a river and break his leu'.'
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Buckneb informs Professor of Geology, that he has discovered a new
mineral " Bucknerite.
"
Geology Kxam.: '•What is the advantage of glaciers to man?"
Vick EL: '•Man can build his house on a glacier and move it without
tearing it down.
"
Prof.: "Did I 'flunk'?"
' 'Who said yon flunked?"
"1 marked yon incomplete."'
McLaurin: "Prof., what if the comet doesn't strike anything?"
Dr. ('.: "Well, it will keep on going."
Dr. ('.: "Doe- anyone know of a warm spring near his home, during
winter months'.'"
Bob X.: " Yes, sir, in Abbeville.
" Now, boys, I want yon to look at this picture, and tell me how cold it is?"
A well known Prof, of Geology, while riding across a certain section of
country, suddenly went down on a landslide for 100 feet and never moved
from his saddle.
Wonder why?




WILLIAM SHANNON MORRISON, A. B.
Wofford College
Professor of History a ml Economics
ALESTER GARDNER HOLMKS, B. S.
South Carolina Military Academy
Assistant Professor of History and Geography
Prof. M. (lecturing Juniors after dance the night before): "Well!
young gentlemen, I understand you have had another one of those expensive
dances. I can't see to save my life how you can afford to spend seventeen and
a half cents (then state that you are unable to pay a forty dollar tuition),
for what you call a social function; but what 1 translate as a social disjunc-
tion is more than I can understand."
Prof. M.: Finishes telling a joke.
Cadet N.: "Professor, that joke is getting kind o'old; you told us that
fourteen times last week."
Prof. M. (apparently insulted): "Well, sir! Well, sir! You see that
sun out there?"
Cadet N.: " Yes, sir!"
Prof. M.: "It has been here all my life, and has not grown old yet."
While lecturing on saving, in Political Economy class. Prof. M. closed
one of his lectures with the following: "Save! save! young gentlemen, and
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save all that you can get. But it all depends upon the woman you marry.
There is one man who always has my sympathy, and that is the one who
lives on a coon-skin salary, and marries a woman with seal-skin aspirations, or
more modern, one who on a wheelbarrow salary, marries a woman with
automobile aspirations.
"
Prof. M.: "Mr. Pinckney, what is the co-operative school?"
Mr. 1'.: " Professor, I don't believe the book says Does it?"
Prof. M. : " Look here, young man. your book is not different from mine. "
Mr. P. (hurriedly): "Yes sir! yes sir! I remember now. It is a college
where all the faculty co-operates against the students."
Prof. M.: "Mr. [nman. what do you know about the ownership of
Capital?"
Seniob I.: "Nothing much. Professor; I do know, however, that students
never own any of it.
"
Prof. M.: "Mr. Buckner, what do you understand by the term 'un-
earned increment of land?'"
Seniob B.: "Well sir. I understand it to mean the 'unearned in-
crement of land.'"
Prof. M.: " Very good, sir; that is the way I like for my classes to recite.
I'll give you a ten for that."
Ill
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SAMUEL MANER MARTIN. B. S.
South Carolina Military Academy
Professor of Mathematics
G. SHANKLIN. B. S.
South Carolina Military Academy
Associate Professor of Mathematics
JOSEPH EVERETT HUNTER, B. S.
( !lemson College
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
B. H. JOHNSTONE, A. B.
South ( ' vrolina I University
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
A. BRAMLETT, B. S.
South Carolina Military Academi
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
1). T. KINARD, B. A.
Wofford College
Assistant Professor of Mathematics
hematics is indeed an old subject, for we know thai "Jacob wrestled
angle," and Moses was hid in an arc Nevertheless we find many
problems arising each day of which we mighl consider a solution.
Si H.ll) ( tEOMETR'5
RLEM 1. Given a door ''•• ft. wide, and a trunk 3 It. 1 in. by I It.
I I ft. high. How can t he trunk be taken iii the room?
E.—The answer generally given is. "Leave the trunk in the vacant
We hope tn gel a more scientific answer in the near future.
11?
Problem 2.—Given a room 7 ft. by 10 ft. with two beds 3 ft. by 6 ft.
two desks 4 ft. by 3 ft. ; one washstand 2 ft. by 3 ft. ; two trunks 2 ft. by 3 ft.
;
four chairs and one table. Required the number of layers of furniture and
the floor space left for four large feet.
Trigonometry: Plane and Spherical
The knowledge of this important branch of mathematics will help us
solve many interesting problems. By its use we can calculate the distance
between a boy and his sweetheart, but sometimes this distance is so small
that we have to get the aid of the calculus. From this study, we get some
of the principles of surveying. The subject of surveying offers some undue
advantages, such as a burning hot sun. a blinding light, and the inability
to see what you should. The work and result- in this course are always
original ; no class ever obtains the results of its predecessors.
Analytical Geometry or Conic Sections
Illustrations and practical applications of the work are offered through-
out the college.
Problems offered by this course:
1.—Given a bed 5 ft. 6 in. long and a cadet 6 ft, tall. Write the equation
and plot the curve of the boy.
2.—Write and draw the curve made by a "rat" when he irets over a
char, catching a bottom round.
3.— Find the focus of the points of contact of the boys when there
is a scrap going on behind barracks.
Calculus: Differential \\i> [ntegral
The great advantages of this course lie in the ability gained in dealing
with infinitely small quantities; such as, the amount of sugar in the coffee.
the space in chapel, the amount of cream in the butter, the knowledge of
some of the faculty, and the time to do what you please.
We have recently learned that it can be allied to physiology, for by its
means a student lias learned that his brain is infinitely small, and is now
studying how it shall take an increment.
Only one problem will be offered which is illustrative of others. Com-
pute the amount of space allowed to each boy in a room when there is a box
received from home.
By a silly little gism we might prove that, while we are studying mathe-
matics we are also studying logic
Logic is a thing that begins with "log."
Logarithm is a thing that begins with "log."
Therefore logic is a logarithm.





The Calhoun Mansion stands majestically upon one of the numerous
hills of the campus; to most of us there seems a spirit of awe and admiration
surrounding it. Even many of the students who graduate never enter this
historic home of that illustrious statesman.
( >n the opposite page of this book, are some pictures of the nr ,-t interesting
relics. The piano, which seems so unusual to us, was one of the firsl broughi
to America. It is of English make, ha- only our pedal, and is very small
compared with the instruments of to-day. The legs are carved and veiy
slender: there is a great deal of brass trimming and a great amount of inlaying.
This belonged to Mrs. Calhoun when she was Floride Calhoun, though she
often played for her husband, who i- said to have been very fond of music.
On both sides are very small drawers, probably for music.
Another article which fills us with a reveience for the past, is a chair
which once belonged to George Washington. Of plain outline-, composed
entirely of wood and seemingly made for service, one is surprised to find ii
so comfortable.
The dining-room table is a piece of furniture that one rarely ever fees.
It is the table used for State occasion-. Th< mahogany is almosl a- pol -
to-day as it was years ago, when distinguished mi . n discussed great affairs
around this festal hoard. 1 1> width and length are remarkable.
The picture of the ship is of what i- -aid to he the model of the Constitu-
tion. From all that can lie found, there is no argumenl to refute that claim.
it shows remarkable patience of workmanship, and is in every way quite
remarkable.
The office of John C. Calhoun inn.-t have been the place where main id'
the greatesl thoughts of that state-man originated. The \er\ walls seem to
hear testimony to the greai man who worked there. There is a small desk
that for several decades has been unlocked hut by one man. There is a
combination lock, and no one knows exactly how it is opened. One man. a
mechanical engineer, has had patience to open it. The small door opens down
instead of to one side. The maps mi the wall hear date- of the early pari of
1800, and are very unlike ours of to-day.
There are many relics of Mr. Clemson's, hut space will not permit of
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Irrational diagnosis of Tom cat.
Sot wearing the 8th artiole on laundry list.
Continued intimacy with History Prof.
Repeating commands too rapidly for company.
failure to appreciate mess-hall Jokes,
disappropriating room-mate's tobacoo.
Jolng Squirrel hunting after call to quarters
Continued talking and saying nothing.
Same.
taking faces llice the moon.
Causing an explosion of Bucknerite.
•lopping and chirping in ranks at supper.
Hot getting out of boat when told to do so.
False statement in Tiger write-up of game.
Waiter over-feeding Staff.
Absent from Bible Class.
Letting the girls call him "Little Francis."
Rushing over "Hill."
Cultivating too great a taste for strawberrie
Ron-loyalty to Pendleton Guards.
Light on after 12 o'clook.
Sot bleaching during College career.
Same.
Desertion of Senior privates.
Son-compliance with paragraph 303, by writ-
ing to a girl in poetry.
Playing off on Doctor to get out of church.
In bed before tattoo.
Carrying bread out of mess-hall for room-mate
Remaining silent ten minutes.
31ass ohaplain continually saying the same
prayer.
ioing to class without "manicuring" his hair.
Speaking without being spoken to.
filling the place of absent Commandant.
Visiting Post Office about 5:30 P. M. while
aerving confinements.
Drderly allowing room-mate to talk all night.
Jon-disturbance during class hour.
Same.
Asleep in Civil Engineering class room.
Sleeping in church, - disturbing the minister
Totally oblivious of week in Columbia.
Wanting humming-bird teeth for a nickel.
Jetting yarns twisted about Textile Departmenf
Selling oranges 2 for b<£ 3 for 10^
Singing "My Wife's Gone to the Country."
Receiving early? education at Clemson.






















































































Not attending formations regularly.
Getting senior private after applying for a
lieutenant.
Neglect of lessons on account of Chronicle
and Annual work.
Getting out special issue of Tiger.
Cooking potatoes on "Pike."
Not acting like "Froggle."
Making highest mark in section.
Asking too many questions in Meohanical Lab
Applying to Faculty for special permission tjp
take Junior Electricity over.
Getting eloquent in write-up of experiments.
Same.
Failing to be at his regular seat in the
kitchen when Captain Stokes inspected same.
Continually trying to make under 90 on Elec.
Not studying enough.
Acting the Hero while in Tennessee.
Failing to wear block "C" sweater and skull
cap while going home Christmas.
Failing to borrow slide rule from "Crip."
Using his influence against rolling bones.
Not speaking to everybody in Seneca March 18
Going to reveille one morning.
Missing dinner by remaining in class-room.
Coming to supper with a pleasant look on his
face.
Continually neglecting his studies for the
interest of the "Fair Sex."
Abuse of uniform by continually wearing same!
Trying to appear like the assistant Professq^
of Drawing.
Doctoring the Y. M. C. A. treasury books.
Petering out on relay races.
Causing the Post Mistress to work over time
putting up his mail from his(?) girls.
Neglecting military duties.
Going to store during call to quarters.
Same.
Drawing diagrams and writing up notes for tii/p
rest of his squad in Elec. Engineering.
Working too hard.
Same.
Trying to wake up the dead by blowing his
trombone.
Trying to pronounce MDCCCCV.
Trousers turned down.









































I certify on honor that I have faithfully performed the duties of Officer of the Day, as required hi;
existing orders and regulations.
Cadet (fVfc, - QjAJUb
r
<_. Officer of the Bay.
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®f)e Capture of Columbia
"lli-\i. lii-\i. hi-yi! Tiger, Tiger, Tiger!"
No, the incontrovertible evidence of the evolution of an American
language which heads this document was not produced by any fanatical order
of side-line enthusiasts. Il was delivered to the sleepy ears of the misty-
crowned liini nine-, far from the scene of gridiron battles—almost a mile, in
fact; for il is about a mile from Bowman Field to the little smoky, huff-colored
depot at Calhoun. Along the winding road that connects the one with the
other, a grey-clad figure trudged, burdened with a sword that banged its
wearer's shanks: with a huge white blanket-roll that chafed the galled shoulder
that bore it: ami with a large square of cloth stretched on a frame ami
adorned with the snarling visage of a tawny monarch of the Bengal jungle.
As the standard-bearer emerged into the clearing around the station, the royal
salute, inscribed at the top of this page, floated out upon the circumambient
super-saturated atmosphere.
It is not the usual thing or the proper thing to find at Calhoun any
Clemson cadets, especially at half-pas! six in the morning; it is still more
unusual and improper to find a number sufficient to disturb the peace and
quid of that confirmed peaceful and quiet town: and to find said cadets
actually engaged in disturbing said peace and quiel is a circumstance unusual
and improper in the exti cine.
However, the morning of Tuesday, November the second, nineteen hun-
dred and nine, was a very unusual, if not improper, occasion. For seven
week- the corps of cadets had keen waiting for just that morning. For seven
weeks the prospects for a trip to the Fair had risen and fallen like the
stock" quotations of an aeroplane manufacturing plant. Little else was
discussed. If dinner was disappointing, Shorty was saving up for the Fair;
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if drill was prolonged unnecessarily, the captain was training us for the
Fair: when the price of cotton soared, it was the signal for as to send frantic
requests for the price of a ticket to Columbia. The papers wen' searched in
vain for a headline telling that Winthrop would attend the Fair. The faculty,
the commandant, the president and the trustee- consumed valuable time in
conference before announcing a decision, while the decision in favor of the
project had been arrived at by the corps almost without discussion. What
little discussion there was took place after the announcement of the decision,
and was principally on the question of ways and means.
Ami so it happened that, on this unusual morning a small army of
decorators was actually engaged in tacking long streamers of old gold and
purple to the cars of a long train drawn upon the siding at Calhoun. The
placing in position id' the Tiger-head banner, completed the work of the
decorators.
Soon, from the depths of the fog, the Long, snaky column of much-
encumbered, grey-clad soldier boys crawled out into the early sunshine. Into
the waiting cars, tumbled officers, men. sabers, Kxag-Jorgensens, blanket-
rolls, suit cases, cook oullits. and joyous expectation-. After the last tanh
professor had scrambled aboard, the engineer began playing with the throttle.
The engine balked and snorted indignantly at the unwonted load, hut finally
yielded to persuasion, ami buckled resignedly to tin' task, gathering confidence
from the knowledge that on the pilot crouched the invincible Clemson Tiger.
With the incidents of the run from Calhoun to Columbia, we need nol
concern ourselves. Suffice it to say that our train pulled into the Fair Grounds
siding late enough to dispel any fears that we might have had of a dress
parade. The first object that attracted our attention, as the air-brakes ground
the wheels, was the familiar arrangement of gold bars on the sleeve of the
dark blue dress coat of our quartermaster-sergeant, who stood on the ground
and greeted us with a. grin that meant that he and "Sarge" had our tents
ready.
Five hundred dusty, tired, hungry boys detrained, poked their heads
through their white blanket-rolls, shouldered arms and set out toward the
brown peaks of our canvas city. 'The gaping crowd fell hack obligingly for
the first company, and nearly hacked into the second. Wider and wider opened
their eves, as company after company crossed the grounds. In a very short
time, tents had been assigned, and the delightful pleasure of stuffing a
mattress cover with dusty, mouldy, chaffy, haled oats straw was then
indulged in.
Southern l.'ailwax dust was then introduced to Columbia standpipe
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water, with the result thai the next up-town car was boarded by an advance
guard of refreshed and fairly presentable cadets, bound for the nearest restau-
rant. Pine board tables and tin dishes are very nice things in their places,
hut they seldom contain porterhouse steaks and French-fried potatoes.
By and by the festoons of electric bulbs hung across Main Street blazed
into life and illuminated a gay scene. Boliday crowds thronged the pave-
ments, passed in and out of ice cream parlors and restaurants, and gathered
about the entrances of street shows and theatres. There was a uniform for
every ten feet of pavement : and by the side of every other uniform there was
a contented little upturned face. We had met Columbia, and she was ours.
The echoes of the twelfth stroke of the city hall clock were hopelessh
lost in the Congaree swamps when the last belated straggler reported hack
to the wearied corporal. On our downy couches of haled straw, we tried to
dream of the contented little upturned face-; but, when at last we fell into a
fitful, chilly, chaffy slumber, our disordered dreams were of threshing time;
we clung to the topmost point of a mountain of haled oats straw, which threat-
ened to topple over and hurl us to everlasting ruin. It is said that weariness
can snore upon flint, but no state, save the advanced stages of death or
alcoholic intoxication, can induce absolute relaxation on a bed of haled oats
straw. It must have been a Senior "Civil" who waved his hand comprehen-
sively over the hills and hollows of his stuffed mattress cover, and announced
oratorically, "Young gentlemen. I have before me a relief map of the Dark-
Corner. Five dollars reward to the man who first locates a moonshiner's
cabin!"
Wednesday morning was devoted, in pan. to the exploration of tin
captured city. Scouts in Clemson uniform promenaded the streets; they kept
the fizz-jerkers busy; they adorned the trolley cars; they strolled about the
Capitol green: they sputtered around town in motor cars; they inspected the
erstwhile Hotel Colonia; they took note- mi the machinery at the Olympia
Mills: they staked paltry sums mi their favorite pacers; they picked the
blue-ribbon cattle: they discussed the relative merits of barred Plymouth
Rocks and white Wyandottes; they swapped ideas with the gas engine men as
to carburetters and magnetos: they patted the choice bird dogs at the bench
-how: nor did they neglect the side-show men.
But most often our young soldier scouted alone until he crossed the
trail of his quarry. Then be lingered about the Clemson exhibit with his
prisoner—or captor
—
pointing out the products of whatever department he
happened to he a member of, putting in one word of exposition and two of
entreaty, to the amusement of bystanders, who often overheard a gentle
i:»l
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rebuke, administered very sweetly: "Oh, hush your silly talk and tell me
what this shiny thing is for. And do they give you those beautiful apples
to cat?"
And then there was the game—the great, long-looked-for, much-adver-
tised, dusty, sweltering. Clemson-Carolina football game. Of course, there
were thousands of | pie. and acre- of pennants, and storms of cheering, and
the liberation of unlimited pandemonium from five hundred tin horns, operated
by the loyal breath of live hundred retainers of the royal Tiger. There were
glorious charges, and heautiful punts, and penalizing galore. But, in spile of
it all, tlie game was a disappointment. Win? Why. you little, sawed-off,
hammered-down ! But the game really was a disappointment. Think
of beating Carolina only G to 0!
Having seen everything, the corps resolved to be seen, ami to that end,
presented itself on dress parade. \'o space could he found long enough to
accommodate more than one battalion in line: the turnings were uncom-
fortably cramped
; also, there was the buzz of the crowd, the cries of the
barkers, the exhaust of many gas-engines, and the incessant roaring of the
most untamable animal in captivity. But Ethel thought the parade was
jii-t grand; mamma thought it was reall) pretty; dad said the\ were a line lot
of boys; and the colonel said J 1 1 « \ made a \ei\ imposing appearance, sir.
But the climax was reserved for Saturday. For days there hail been
speeding toward Columbia, like a Kansas tornado, a smile that covered leagues
of territory and laid waste everything in its path. When it reached Columbia,
it expanded beyond all reasonable limit.-: ami when it arrived at the Fair
Ground.-, four panels of fence had to he removed to let it through. In the
tonneau of a big Packard, it -wept along, while a little one-pounder Hotchkiss
shattered the atmosphere with the national salute, and the field music woke
the echoes with the unwonted strain- of the President's march.
"Present arms!" Down between the lines of blue-coated youth the big
car buzzed. The smile had reached the limit of elasticity. Lucky it was
that it was soon given a chance to relax, for drawn up before the speaker's
stand were thousands of Loyal Americans, eager to do homage to their
nation's chief executive by making him stand bareheaded for thirty minutes
and shout at them.
'I'he tempest id' oratory having -pent it- fury, President and escort then
proceeded to the State House, where the former went in to the feast, and the
latter remained without that he might eat in peace.
Newspaper paragraphers and cartoonists had long heen thrusting before
the American public, which likes to he fooled, supposedly exaggerated descrip-
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tions and delineations of the unlimited capacity of the Presidential paunch;
hut no pen. no brush, can do justice to this most bottomless of caverns, if the
length of time required for the satisfaction of its cravings is any gauge of its
cubic contents. From noon, until the burnished sun. which Columbia people
think, rises in Shandon and sets in the Congaree, had sunk far down toward
the horizon, did we stand in our places, guarding the approaches to the
Capitol and tightening our belts until the holes were exhausted.
We had almost decided that it would be necessary for us to remain
over Sunday, when down the broad stairway, between two lines of sentinels at
present arms, came the President of Americans and czar of diners.
Of feasting sick, of pleasures ill.
But smiling, smiling, smiling still.
The greal day was ended. A uight of weary, dreary, sleepy travel was
before us. After nightfall, Main Street would again echo to the tramp of feci.
and the sound of gay laughter and the music of the street shows. The cafes ami
soda fountains would again he alive with merry throngs. Under the twinkling
lights, youth and beauty would still hold carnival. Bui nowhere in the surging
crowd would a Clemson uniform he visible; nowhere the rhythm of the soldier
step: nowhere the glint of dress chevrons and shoulder bars; only, as the night
breeze plays with the little stray locks of some fair, lonely head, the flutter







In the nation's capital, Washington town,
Taft and Teddy to a table sat down;
The talk was political, concerning our ships;
Their different locations were marked by some chips.
Taft was glad Teddy called and showed him his hand.
The three fairest ladies in Liberty's land.
But Teddy was there; he always does things,
And smashed Willie's hopes with two pairs of kings.
The game being ended and Taft being broke
About the new Football they commenced to joke.
Teddy held out for the rough rider plan
And said, "What's the odds! It's only one man;
While out in Dakotah when Cowboys can play
They'll kill twenty-five most any aid day;
And go right ahead with the same riding tricks
And make the day's score a full twenty-six:
And if a Lid cheeps or raises a kick,
Back, back, to the States they'll hustle him quick."
Taft, the sly 'possum said with a leer.
"That'll (jo out in Texas, but it's on the bum here.
You've played out your hand in the President's chair.
And since you have passed it, it's bare, Teddy Bear.
My REP is at stake as well as myself.
I've got to stand in with Eliot's bookshelf.
Keep an eyt on Joe Cannon and tab what he thinks,
And hold ii /) my cussin till out on the links.
1 must Taboo the horse race and queer the prize fight.
And wear my dark glasses when out the first night.
The Nations my playground, and it's the one best big bit.
That I can't back Football when it kills a Cadet.
Nor let it run smooth as a dish full of gravy.
When the same thing occurs at the school for the navy.
No; it's Baseball for me; I wish it were back.
I'll shore be deelighted to hear the bats whack.
Keep your eyes peeled on Wagner, he's onto hi* jib,
The only one in the business that near equals Cobb.
No, golf is a cinch and tennis ain't bad,
But Baseball's the Hot Stuff, for yours truly, lad.
So cut out the pig-skin and trot out your bat,
Put your sons in a Gym to skinning the cat.
Swimming will help them, so will a sprint,
One hundred in ten fiat looks swell in print.
Ten feet in a vault is pulling '<n< high,
Eleven foot at a jump is worthy a try.
And added to these, when the kid's oil' at college,
A glance in his books is conducive to know ledge.
So doping it out when football does kill.
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g>feetd) of tf)e ^easton of 1909
XX looking back on our football season of 1909, we all realize thatClemson had a formidable eleven, and whereas we lost three of our
nine games, two of them were lost by exceedingly small scores, and
the third, with our old rival, "Tech," didn't look like defeat until fifteen
minutes of play had lapsed, when the weight and s|ieed of Techs' offense began
to tell on a team which was twelve pounds lighter to the man. However, the
Tigers drew first blood when Bissell sent a drop kick squarely between Tech's
goal posts. Five minutes later. Tech scored her first touchdown, and from
then to the end of the game it was not hard to see that Tech had the best
team. Coach Williams and his team deserve the highest praise, for with a
team which was green in the knowledge of the game, and one of the lightest
teams representing a Southern college this season, they turned out an eleven
which showed in each contest that they were well versed in the science of
the game, and fought with such determination that every Clemson man should
feel proud of his Alma Mater.
In the first game of the season, Clemson defeated the hoys from Barns-
ville in a fast practice game by the score of 26 to 0, showing indications of
good coaching and systematic training at that early date.
On October 2nd, the team journeyed to Blacksburg, \'a.. and in a hard-
fought game, blocked the offense of the sturdy Virginians at every stage of the
game, until Hughes, the fast quarterback, recovered a fumbled punt and ran
thirty yards for a touchdown, the final score being 6 to 0, of which we should
feel justly proud when we consider V. P. l.'s record for the past season.
On October 9th. Clemson met Davidson in Charlotte, and smashed her
championship aspirations by the score of 11 to ">.
'The game was one of the most sensational of the season, at times each
team showing brilliant form. Clemson demonstrated her offensive ability
when she received the kick-off, and by successive gains around end and through
the line, scored her liist touchdown without ever losing possession of the oval.
On October Kith. Clemson played the University of Alabama in Bir-
mingham, and incidentally, had traveled eighteen hundred miles in two
weeks Clemson gained a great deal more ground than Alabama, and it
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Looked as if victory was surely on our side, but Alabama's place kick from the
forty-nine-yard line turned the tide. However, Clemson rallied and was on
the march to victory, when time was called, with the ball on Alabama's ten-
yard line.
The strong naval team from Port Royal participated in the most inter-
esting and sensational game seen on the campus in several years—on October
23rd, when they met defeat at Clemson hands by a score of 19 to 0, which
hardly represents the comparative strength of the two teams. However, the
Tigers were too shifty for the big fellows, and got away with several long gains.
On November 4th, Clemson met her old rival in Columbia at the "State
Fair," and indeed it was a battle royal. Though the day was like mid-summer,
the game was fiercely contested from beginning to end, and time after time
Clemson carried the ball within striking distance of Carolina's goal, to loose
it on a penalty or be held for downs. It was only after a long and sensational
run, which placed the ball on the two-yard line, that Clemson scored her only
touchdown.
Six days later, the fast team from the University of Georgia was defeated
in Augusta by a score of 5 to 0, the Tigers, however, reserving a part of their
strength to administer a 1? to () defeat to the Citadel two days later in
Charleston.
In the last game of the season, Clemson lost to Georgia Tech in a hard-
fought battle by a score of 29 to 3, which by no means represented the com-
parative strength of the two teams, on Thanksgiving Day. several of the touch-
downs being extremely accidental, though we admit we were defeated fairly
and by a team which we believe was better than ours. However, we are living
in hopes of retrieving our lost laurels on next Thanksgiving Day in Atlanta,
and if hard work and determination count for victory, Clemson will have
it on turkey day.
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icrufa ®eam of 1909
Williams and Hull \\i>
Trott (Captain)





















1910 Champion* of Class Jfootball in 1909
^T» i i lie class football season opened, shortly after Christmas, it
| looked as if there
was little ehanee of the Junior team's getting a
\1/ look in at the score hoard.
In all the choosing and picking that is usually done by college men on
a number of football teams, it seemed that very few picked the Juniors for
champions There is really only one now. besides our own classmates, who
contended that the Juniors would win. This was Dr. Calhoun. He said
from the beginning that the Juniors would win by having so many swift
men. Our coaches. Robbs and White, realized very early that the success
of the team would depend on its speed.
Our first game of the season was played against the Preps., who were
doped to win by a large More, hut when the referee's whistle announced the
end of the game, the score stood. Juniors, 11 ; Preps, 0.
When the time for the Junior-Fresh game came around, things didn't
look so easy as the Prep game of the previous week. In the first half the
score stood (i to 0. It seemed that the Juniors just got their blood up by
the second half. In a short time the score was run up to 17. The final
results added another decisive victory to our list. Results. 17 to 0.
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The Sophs were yet i<> show what they had in store for us. Everyone
IVIt thai this would be the hardest game of them all. since the Sophs had
defeated the Freshmen. It is always hard to judge very accurately the
strength of a football team. The first half of the game resulted in 5 to in
favor of the Juniors. The second half was certainly haul fought. It was
impossible to stop the little Juniors, and when the game was called, the
M-oie was 22 fo i; in favor of the Juniors. This gave the Juniors a clear
title to the championship cup.
JUNIOR USE UP
Clayton, 1). B., center
Higgins, V. B., Right Guard Townsend, C. I'., heft Guard
Gandy, F. L.. Right Tackle Barnett, W. I)., Left Guard
Byrd, N. E., Bight End Simms, M. I)., Left Tackle
Thornhill, E. J., Right Half Trott. C. H.. Left End
Gantt, J. J., Quarter McCown, F. <)., Left Half
Henderson, R. P., Full back
n;s
1913 Cfjampton* in Cla££ Jfootball in 1910
Hydrkk and BlSSELL . ( loaches
TUPPER .... . Manager
Xl.MS ( laptain and Full Back
McElveen, Loft End Middleton, Right End
Fulmer, Left Tackle McLaurin, Right Tackle
Leland, Left Guard V vris, ('. ( i.. Right ( iuard
(' \kso\. Center Kangeter, Right Half








W. P. White, Manager




F. H. H. Calhoun . Coach
J. C. Pridmore ... ... Manager
W. P. White . . Assistant
F. Flemming . ... Captain
LINE UP
M. P. Moore W. P. White
P. C. QUATTLEBAUM W. A. BaRNETTE
T. S. Marshall ( ;. F. Ezell
J. J. (1 wtt W. C. (i vrrett
A. I'. Gandy G. M. Barnett
J. S. Knox (i. C. Furtick
N. F. Byrd A. C. Whittle
M. 11. Epps L. L. LaRoche
K. G. Stevens H. A. Stribling
.!. L. Hill H. 11. Jacobs
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2T!)e 1909 ®racfe 2Team
••How old i> he?"
"Five years, going on six."
"Gracious me! How large for his age!"
•"Yes. Five years ago he was such a puny, sickly infant that even his
fond nurse hardly hoped he could live. Now he is so strong that half a dozen
of his biggest rivals, all older than he. and all pitching on him at once,
cannot put him down."
"Wonderful! What's the youngster's name?"
"The Clemson College Track Team."
The record of this infant prodigy is a measure of his increasing powers.
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( 'li insult Opjiiini nl
1905 Defeated by Georgia 38 70
1900 Defeated Georgia 59 49
1907 Defeated by Georgia 43 65
Defeated by U of N. C. 53 55
Defeated Tech 71 37
Defeated U of S, C. 90 12
1908 Defeated Tech. . . 59 49
Defeated Georgia ....".. 77 31
Secured second place in the S. 1. A. A. Meet against three
opponents 27 81
1909 Defeated Tech. 80 28
Defeated Georgia 83J 241
Defeated V of N . C. 62 46
Defeated Gordon Institute 04 14
Wiiii S. I. A. A. Track Meet against two opponents . 60 48
Summary
In live years Won Lost
Twelve Dual Meets 9 3
Two S. I. A. A. Meets 1st in one 2nd in other
The track season of 1909 was one of the most victorious ever experienced
by an athletic team at Clemson. In its consideration, three salient features
especially merit mention. There are hut three records: those for the high
jump, t he low hurdles and the mile run, now held by members of teams
before 1909, and these had narrow escapes.
It is an uncommon thing for a track team to contest on two successive
days. The work is so exhausting and demands so much of the individual
man that it is customary to allow a week to elapse between meets. Yet the
UK)'.) team won, and by large scores, on two successive days. On Friday
April 'I'.i, the University of Georgia was defeated on her own grounds by a
score of 24 1-2 to 83 1-2. The next day. in Atlanta, the Georgia School of
Technology fared even worse, getting the wrong end of a 28-to-80 score. In
these t wo meets, Clemson lost but two firsts. This is indicative of the strength
and endurance of the men, due in part to conscientious training.
These qualil ies were again in evidence when, after a hard 1 rip of 24 hours,
the [nter-Collegiate track meet was won at Nashville. Theeight Clemson men
administered to the hosts of Vanderbill the firsl defeat of her history on her
own grounds. Although not the only colleges represented, the real contest
was between Vanderbilt and Clemson, the then undisputed champions of the
South. This greatest track event of the season was won by eight firsts, five
i:i
seconds and five thirds. One Southern record was tied and several more
were nearly shattered by the fast Clemson team.
As an appreciation of the L909 track team one might say, never has
Clemson spirit shown to better advantage in a Clemson team. Clean, honest,
hard-training sportsmen they are. every one. Never defeated until the tape
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2 Minutes. S 1-2 Seconds
.") minutes, 3 seconds
20 4-.") Seconds
1 7 Seconds
21 Feet. 10 1-2 Inches
5 beet, (I !-4 Inches
10 Feet, 8 Inches
I lH feet
36 Feet, 7 1-2 Inches
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Dudley Field, Nashville, Tenn., May 15, '09.
100-Yard Dash .... . . 10 Seconds
X. E. Byrd, C. A.C., Read, Vanderbilt, Rhea, Vanderbilt
120-Yard Hurdles
Hill, C. .1. <"., Blake, Vanderbilt, Stevens, C. .1. C.
880-Yard Dash . . 7 Minutes, 8 and 1-5 Seconds
(i. M. Bar.vette, C. A. ('., Clayton, Vanderbilt, Clark, Vanderbilt.
Running Broad Jump '_'! Feet, 5 and 1-4 Inches
X. E. Byrd, C. A. C, Morrison, Vanderbilt, Stevens, C. A. C.
220-Yard Dash 23 Seconds
X. E. Byrd, C. .1. C, Rhea, Vanderbilt, Reed, Vanderbilt.
Pole Vault 10 Feet, 9 and 3-4 Inches
Proctor, Vanderbilt, Furtick, C. .1. ''., Stevens, <'. .1. C.
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Running Hi<rh Jump . . . .5 Feet. 7 and 3-4 Inches
Gor< e, Tech., White, C. A. C, Furth k. C. A. C.
12-Pound Hammer Throw . . ... Ill Feet
I 'reel \\i>. Ytnnli rbilt, Fleming, C. A, <'.. Davis, Tech.
One Mile Run .... .4 Minutes. 47 and '2-') Seconds
Nelson, Vanderbilt, Henry, Vanderbilt, Andrew, Vanderbilt.
Shot Put . . . 36 Feet, 7 and 1-2 Inches
White, C. A. C, Fleming, C. A. C, Freeland, Vanderbilt.
440-Yard Dash . 53 and 4-5 Seconds
\. K. Btrd, C. A. C, G. M. Barnette, C. .1. C, Garrett, C. A. C.
2 20-Yard Hurdles . . . 27 and 2-5 Seconds
J. L. Hill. C. A. C, Myers, Tech., Blake, Vanderbilt.
SUMMARY OF POINTS
C. A. C. Ga. Tech. Vand.
100-Yard Dash . . .". 4
120-Yard Hurdles (5 3
SNO-Yard Dash . .5 4
220-Yard Dash ."» \
Pole Vault . . 4 :>
Running High Jump 4 .">
12-Pound Hammer Throw .'! 1 .">
One Mile Run 9
Shot Put . . . s (11
440-Yard Dash . 9
220-Yard Hurdles ."> :; 1
Running Broad Jump 6 3




The most interesting track meet of the season to be hold on home grounds
was the Field Day exercises. All the Classes fought hard in friendly rivalry
for victory and for the beautiful trophy cup offered by Prof. Calhoun. The
Class of HMO showed herself to be superior to her opponents in track, as she
had in class football in the early spring, and won by the margin of five points.
Class of 1910 made 44 points; Class of 1909, 39 points; while Kill, 1912 and
1913 followed in order named.
The individual winners were as follows:
100-Yard Dash .
Shot Put (16 Pounds)
1-2 Lap Relay. TrOTT,
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2 Lap Relay. Marsh
SOX. '11.
The victorious ']()






























Kirby, Captain, '10 Robinson, Manager, '10
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JSaaetrall, 1909
If we review the past baseball teams that Clerfison has placed upon the
field and consider their records, we will probably find some that have been
stronger and have won more games than that of the year of 1909, but, perhaps,
never in the memory of a Clemson man has there been such a squad of men
banded together more determined for victory. As the days rolled on and the
time drew near for the season to open, the Tigers roared in their dens, and
awaited their antagonists.
Among the first prey that they pounced upon were the laddies from
Athens, (la. The University, as we all know, had defeated Clemson three
times during the season of 1908: but, as the Tigers marched on the field that
afternoon, there seemed to be something in their spirits that helped to a
victory. The (Jeorgia boys underestimated the strength of our team, and, as
a result, we scalped them. 2 to 0. The next day we again proved our strength
by defeating them to the tune of 10 to 3.
During the season, we won ten and lost twelve games; but, in the ones
lost, our men fought the battle to the last. Determined to win if possible,
they were on their toes throughout the whole game, and it goes without saying
that this is what it takes to make a winning baseball team.
With Cochran, our star rightfielder who batted .469 last season, and
Captain Kirby, the brilliant second baseman, back again, we hope to see
Clemson with such an aggregation in 1910 as can compete with any team
in the S. I. A. A., and at the end of the season we hope to see Clemson with the
pennant flying high over Bowman Field.
R. .1. Reynolds . ... . Coach
B. E. Wolff . . . . Manager
W. R. Connelly, Catcher J.T.Cochran, Right field
R. 1'. Henderson, first Base Jeffords, Center Field
,1. E. Kirby, Second Base .1. F. Shf.rrard, Left Field
S. Coles, Captain. Third Base E. H. Wood, H. F. Rivers, G. F. Lachi-
F. .1. Goodman, Shortstop corn:, .1. W. Waldrop, Pitchers
E. S. Jenkins, S. B. Sullivan, Subs
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Higgins, V. B. Irwin, J. O
College Champions
©etmte
j^^^\ ENNIS lias never received the attention here that I lie -nine deserves.
I
J
However, the interest is rapidly growing, and ao doubt the college
^^^i^r will soon become as noted fur its tennis champions as for its track
team and other phases of athletics. The onh courts on the campus belong
1<> the Y. M. ( '. A., ami are under its supervision. The four courts of the
Association arc used constantly, but so many play that no cue gets to use
the courts often and regularly enough to become expert.
It is to be hoped that the Athletic Association will take the matter in
hand and make tennis as much of a college game as football. This will
probabh be done some time in the near future, as the Athletic Association has
shown its interest by defraying the expenses of two men at the State [nter-
collesriate meet.
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We do not mean thai the Y. M. ('. A. should no! continue to liave tennis
courts, but that the Athletic Association will build more, thereby encouraging
one of the most popular games in college. To show the increased interest
all over the United States, tennis was recently voted the most popular phase
of athletic- in one of the largest institutions in the country.
Clemson stands among the champions of the South in other branches of
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<©pmna£ium
aXFOKTl'XATELY. physical culture is not a part of the curriculum
at Clemson. but much interest lias been displayed in this branch
of athletics since nineteen hundred and rive, when a gymnasium hall
was built and furnished.
Dr. Calhoun is in charge of this work, and under his efficient coaching
much good has been accomplished. At different times, the teams have given
performances, which is evidence enough to prove the fact that a greater
work can be done in the future and the students themselves deriving the benefit.
There are many boys who do Qot seem to care for any other kind of
athletics, but take great interest in the gymnasium; and it is these boys that
we wish to help. I p to the present, our hall is entirely too small to accommo-
date the number that desire to take it.
There is no reason why Clemson should not become as distinguished for
her gymnasium teams as for her football and baseball teams. The success
which this sport has met with in the past leads us to believe that in the near
future we shall see erected on our campus, a large, well-equipped gymnasium,






We got a good coach:
You got a bum coach;
All Dixie's children got a coach.
When we get to Georgia, goin' to show up
our coaching
—
Goin' to walk all over Tech's eleven.
'Leven. 'leven. everybody talk about a win-
ning—ain't a-winning yet.
'Leven. 'leven. goin' to walk all over Tech's
'lcvcn.
EOT TIME
Cheer, boys, cheer: for Clemson's goi the ball;
U! Rah! Rah! won't they take a fall;
For when we hit their line there'll he no
line at all:
There'll he a hot t ime in ( llemson to-night
.
THE TALE OF THE KANGAROO
We'll whoop it up for Clemson,
We ha\ e them on the run.
We'll hold them down like Tigers;
For the fun has jusl begun.
There's Ilvdrick, Rohhs and Cochran;
There's White and Gilmer, too
With such an aggregal ion
We won't do much to yon.
JOHN BROWN'S BODY
('. A. ('. conies a-marching on the held.
('. A. ('. come- a-marching on the field:
C. A. C. comes a-marching on the Held:
And the bleachers veil with joy.




('. A. C. goes a-running 'round the end:
(Repeat as above.)
Georgia Tech. lies a-moulding in the ground;
i Repeat as above.)
A- we go inarching by.
i Vary these verses according to occasion, i
LOCOMOTIVE
Rah! Rah! Rah' Rah!
Tiger! Tiger!
Rah! Rah! Rah! Rah!
Tiger! Tiger!







Clemson, Clemson. Rah! Rah!
Clemson. Clemson, Rah! Rah!
IIoo! Rah! Hoo! Rah!
T 1 G E R
C. A. C. Rah! Rah!
C. A. C. Rah! Rah!
Hoo! Rah! Hoo! Rah!
Clemson! Rah! Rah!


















































( Ifficers and rats arrive.
Entrance "exams" begin.
Rest of corps arrive.
" Reddy " goes to Pendleton.




Boys waiting on outside to gel into store.
Dopes in demand.
Winslow fills up cash drawer.
Senior's cards bleached.
Williams arrives.
Real football practice begins.
Fetzer leaves.
"Senior Bulls" begin bug-hunting.
"Swinedog" fails to meet Seniors.
Clemson 26 < rordon 0.
Band beat out of Chapel
Vahderbilt loses out with Jo Jo.
Faculty go "coon" hunting.
Stokes goes to Columbia. Gasque aspires for commandant.
Connelly catches half the company absent.
Dark corner of Economics class room gets "horsed."
V. P. I. 6; Clemson 0.
"Rat Cuts" advertises for his "right old mills."
" Big" fails to go to chapel.
Alex waxes eloquent in French before preacher.
"Boliver" scores on "Sammy."
"Jo Jo" lets light in on "dark corner."
"Jo-Jo" abolishes "dark corner."
Clemson 17; Davidson.").
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October LO Fight behind barracks.
( October 1 1 Hopes of Senior privileges fade away.
October 12 "Reddy" gets post card written in Latin.
( Ictober 13 Harper has " Pigs" cutting corn.
( (ctober 14 Senior hands in fifth successive excuse to "Jo-Jo."
October 15 "Well, Sir!" "Well. Sir!" Who was that Senior mocking a
jackass?
October 1(> Alabama3; Clemson 0. Field goal from 49 yard line.
October 17 Lecture by African Missionary.
October is One of the college officials (?) threatens to put the Major's
anatomy out the window.
October 10 Floyd informs "Jo-Jo" that a top is something that spins
round and round.
October 20 Kid Rogers gives command "balloons (platoons) right."
October '21 Baker wants to know how often you wind an eight-day
clock.
October 22 One of the members of the faculty inherits $40,000,000.
October 2.3 Clemson, 19; Marine Officers, 0.
October 24 Floyd inquires about the use of bells (insulators) on trans-
mission line.
(tctober 25 Reeves and Knight have scrap.
October 26 Reeves "shipped.
"
October 27 "Beef" finds river flowing with velocity of 7,516 miles
per hour.
( Ictober 28 "Dicky" lets Seniors out liefore hour is up.
(•ctober 29 "Rastus" gets military and burns Seniors.
( (ctolicr .">() Boys make rush on Dr. Sloan.
()ctolier 31 Shoulder liars arrive; officers rejoice.
November 1 Rat can't execute command, "eyes shut (eyes right)."
November 2 Corps leaves for Columbia.
November 3 Great sights on roulette wheel. (Lady falls.)
November 4 Clemson, 6; Carolina, 0.
November 5 "Jim Bird " makes speech at 2 :00 a. m.
November (i Cadets act as guards to Taft.
November 7 Lottie's locket found in 196.
November 8 Knight marks on class attitude. Boh Hunks.
November 9 "Bo," who has machine shop at 2:00 p. in., wakes up in
time for retreat
.







































Gus tells about paying fifty cents for two dopes, while at fair.
Oysters served for benefit of Annual.
Clemson wallops Citadel, 17 to 0.
Nobody sleeps in chapel.
Provost succeeds "Jo-Jo," while latter is quarantined.
Joe Holland arrives to help coach football team.
Stork does big business.
Doodle wants to organize sympathy (symphony) orchestra.
Clemson C team, 39; Furman Fitting School. 0.
Photographer busy.
Stool receives card from Columbia (L).
Harper offers a Senior $5,000 job in Philippines.
Mass meeting in chapel.
Team and crowd of supporters leave for Atlanta.
Clemson. '.]; Tech.. 29.
"Judge" drinks his right "Hot Torn."
McKeown receives appointment as lieutenant.
Big dinner in mess hall.
"Mouse" runs over "Daniel" going into mess hall.
Sammy says Seniors don't know a blooming thing.
LaRoche gets his "Captain."
"Der Captain" inspects for oil stoves.
Board meets to elect president.
Seniors raise rough h u -e at Knight (night).
Red has twenty inch carbon five feet long.
Her name is Maud, makes hit.
Rev. Mills requests corps to remain standing until he says
"Amen."
Red does his right blowing.
"Toots" returns to college.
Alex snags his face while shaving (?).
Baker makes "Jo-Jo" ten.
Everybody beats out of chapel.
Vanderbilt says that Morse invented the steam engine.
"Nothing didding.
"
Illustrated lecture on automobiles.
Red says that a glacier is a mass of frozen ice.
"Buster" figures that steam will carry rock 16 miles in
diameter.
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December 18 Pig reads out that Senior lesson in electricity is amateur
(armature) winding.
December 19 After Alex has been reading thermometer all evening,
Sammy discovers that there is no thermometer on wall.
December 20 Jury decides that Stoole is in love.
December 21 Last "exam."
December 22 "done from here."
December 23—January 2. Holidays.
January 3 Cadets return.
January 4 Cadets returning late cough up $5.00. Oh! you cigars.
January .1 Cadet finds that he has checked a girl's trunk instead of
his own.
January Senior plots a salvation (saturation) curve.
January 7 "Jo-Jo" tells Mary the time, to the year, month, week.
day, hour, minute and second.
January S Johnson goes to see T. C.
January i) Red gets card from Ville Ponteaux.
January 10 Riggs and Stokes lecture in chapel.
.January 11 King Sense declares that he can beat "eer" three in the
class.
January 12 " Brock " re-enters college.
January 13 Improvement in section marching noticed by Riggs.
January 1 4 " Hill " turns on light on "Jo-Jo.
"
January 15 Big inspection at midnight; several men caught out of
rooms.
January l(i New preacher takes charge. Ten minutes sermon. Preacher
very popular.
January 17 "Pat" and "Jo-Jo" have argument.
January is "Jo-Jo" lectures on stealing.
January 1!) "Discipline Committee" stay up all night, carrying on
their deadly work.
January 20 Riggs lectures to Senior class.
January 21 General reform in barracks.
January 22 Inspection of barracks changed from Sunday to Saturday.
January 23 Comet appears.
January 24 Snow.
January 25 Everything cleaned up for visit of Legislature.
January 20 Pratt goes to chapel.





































Juniors. 0; Fresh. 0.
Midnight Inspection.
"Hobo" gets to class room on time.
Seniors get notice from President's office showing work to
be made up.
Prep informs " King" Sease that clock has face and hands.
Seniors start to Daddy.
" Nothing stirring.
"
Fresh. 0; Sophs, 0.
Big dinner.
"Shylock" gets excused from writing composition on
account of rooming with business manager of Chronicle.
Prof. Keitt rejects all matter for Tiger.
Pre]), writes sentence: " Paul was an Epistle."
Col. Hardin fails to understand Mr. Warner's smile.
No classes in agricultural hall. Heat off (as usual).
Dr. Calhoun: •"Mr. Evans I rather you would scratch me
than my racks. "
Senior privates beal out of reveille. Coleman i- caught.
Who irets valentine? Hobo.
Pratt wants to know where his company forms.
Corporals put in charge of Senior privates.
Rat A. plots angle with contractor (protractor).
Pound a knife. W. S. M
.
( rage fails to tell a lie.
Johnson says thai the force was "w" pounds per feet.
Stool drives his "right hay" while Red throws his " natu-
rals."
Dramatic Club gives entertainment.
Everybody sick.
"Doc" Cordon irets turned on >lini_r .
" Little Joe" get< " rappe 1 on.
"
Stokes fails to recognize captain's inspection.
Percy is skidoo.
" Simp" is skidoo.
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MEMBERS
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)
Gentry, T. C. Jeter, F. II. Stores, \Y. E.
Clinkscales, II. K Gettys, B. W. Johnson, J. B. Stribling, .1. W.
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Dukes, 0.0. Gilliam, C. 1!. King, C. .1. Twiggs, II ('.
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Elliott, L. K. ( rOODWIN, .1. A. McCleod, \V. G. Williams. T. D.
Epps, .1. ('. Hall, E. E. McDavid A Witherspoon, J.





























This i> the second year thai our General Secretary lias been with us. He
has been a man thai lias ever labored hard and continually for our best
interests, fie has helped us by proving thai one can live a clean, consistent,
active and joyous < hristian life, by living such a life himself. He has mil
iuiIy encouraged us by his ( hristian influences, bul he has also tried to make
us increase our efforts so that we mighi count lor something in the world.
He is ever ready to lend a helping hand to anyone in trouble, and always
sympathizes with those who are striving lor the right.
About the middle of the college year our beloved secretary went to visit
hi- old home, and while there he decided to take unto himself a better-half.
We are all glad to welcome Mis. Provost as one of our friends and hope that
his greal work here will he increased by the assistance of her.
In future clays we cannot hut feel sure that we shall lock hack and realize
the great and lasting influence of this man.
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g. Jfl. c. a.
In a short time we will step forth into the busy, strenuous, exciting life
of the world. As we conquer in our battles for right, we shall look back on our
college life to inquire into the associations there that have helped us must in
our preparation for life. Not a few will contribute t<> the Young Men's
Christian Association the honor of having given them the besl preparation
for the struggles of life. There was little work done in the Y. M. ('. A. at
Clemson prior to the year 1905, but in the tall of that year the Association
secured as its general secretary Mr. R. H. Legate, of the University of Arkansas,
ami from that time forward the work here has made powerful progress.
The mosl effective and far-reaching work has been done along the lines
of Bible study. Our Association has gained a national reputation in this
department, having enrolled about 150 out of 550 men. This fact shows thai
college men are realizing that knowledge of the Scriptures is essential. The
manner in which the Bible study work is conducted, fills a greal need at
this institution. There is a professor or a local minister leading cadi normal
group, thereby bringing the local ministers ami the Faculty closer to the boys
socially. Each Bible group has aboul ten men. headed or led by one of the
students himself. In this way the boys learn to form the dearesl of friendships.
The Sunday night meeting is perhaps one of the greatest features of the
Association. At these meetings addresses are made by the ver\ besl speakers
of the country on the chosen topics for college men. During the past session
such speakers as Dr. \V. D. Weatherford, Mr. ('. K. Ober, Professor D. \V.
Daniel and many others of similar reputation have addressed the Association.
The opportunity one lias to engage in practical Christian work is of
inestimable value. This habit not only creates in a person the love for
Christian work, hut it prepares him for Christian leadership in after life.
The college Y. M. C. A. presents itself to a boy during the formative period,
when he is prone to forget his simple childhood teachings, and reaches out for
deeper and more substantial reasons for Christian life. It i> the purpose of
the Y. M. C. A. to guide him through this dangerous period and to send
him forth into the world prepared to meet the temptations that besel all
men. with courage and strength to win for the right.
The Association at Clemson has gradually grown in all of its depart-
ments until, to-day, it stands forth as one of the strongest college Y. M. C. A.'s
of America. There are many improvements yet to he made before it can
teach its climax of success. Perhaps the greatest need is that id' an associa-
tion building. We, the graduating class of 1910, hope that the men into
whose hands we have placed the work, may he able to do much where we have
done little; we hope that they may have a large building where we have had
a small room; we hope that they may help many where we have helped few.
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AN INTERRUPTED MEETING.
andNew Cadet Makes Grave Mistake
Suffers Serious Results.
Lasl Thursday evening, the faculty had
assembled in the President's office for their
usual weekly carousal. Each one was on
time—Done are ever late, for fear someone
will gel i e than his share of the "Old
Virginia Cheroots." The meeting was go-
ing in g 1 order, at leasl the smoking phase
of it was. when the fumes of the burnt up
breakage fee became so dense that a window
had t<> he raised, .lust at this time, a Rat,
who hail nut become accustomed to such
proceedings, spied the black volume of smoke
curling through the open window. Thinking
that the entile college building was one mass
nf unconquerable flames, he began to jump
up and down, yelling at the tup of his voice,
"Fire! Fire!" Seeing that no one was
coming to Ins assistance, the frightened boj
determined to he a lone hero: so he hastily
snatched off his coat ami rushed into the
supposed burning room. The smoke nearly
blinded him. hut the outline nf about fifty
reeumbenl figures met his horrified gaze.
What a task to remove fifty unconscious men
from the approaching flames! What a
chance to win a corporalcy! While these
terrifying thoughts were passing through his
mind, the rescuer seized the nearest sage, and
started fur the door; but this person was -nun
aroused from his reverie, and being ^\' con-
siderable size, he >nnii gained In- feel and
held the poor boy fast, saying: "Well, sir;
well. sir. this is no place for Smith Carolina
gentlemen in here. History has never re-
corded such an insolent act." "Throw him
mit the window," said another. "Try him
now," said -till another. The last sugges-
tion had scarcely been made before it was
put into execution. The innocent fellow
was put upon the stand, and he stated in a
\ei\ eloquent manner how he thought his
name would he heralded down through the
corridors of time as the greal saver nf his
college and so many live-, hut it all amounted
i" nothing. And now, as he follows "Old
Mike'" down the corn row, he can he heard
cheerilv singing, "(ice whiz, I'm so glad I'm
free."
RAT DISCOVERS HALLEYS COMET.
A1 1 o'clock on the morning of March 12th
Ral MxAYhorter wakes Biggins by yelling,
"The cornel done come." A- the} reach the
gangway, Higgins exclaims. "Sho' nuf,
Squirts," falls on his knee- and yells,
"Brother Robinson, pray, do pray." .lust
then the comet blows signal for Keowee, and
the headlighl of No. -">ii passes around the
curve.
Do as I say, and not as I do, but watch




The boys have given over scrapping to the
faculty. There has been some ill feeling
among the different members of the faculty
for some time, bul the climax was reached
last Friday night at a social gathering, when
the trackman of the faculty called upon the
Superintendent of the Sunday School for
a "toast on the ladies." The honorable super-
intendent claimed that he had been insulted
by being asked to toast something he knew
absolutely nothing about. 'Filings went from
had to worse, and the following sides were
drawn: Principals, hacks and Hobo; sec-
onds. Rastus and do Jo; referees, Father and
Little doe: timekeepers, Crip ami Mick-
chick: surgeons, Daddy and Prep; water
carriers, Misery and King Sease; casualties,
one bald head, two broken ribs, four black
eyes: time, twenty-three minutes: audience,
entire faculty and corps of cadets.
It is useless to undertake to describe how
much the performance was enjoyed, and as
this one was a draw, the corps of cadets
unanimously voted another one for next Fri-
day night between Dickie and do do. Now.
in behalf of the corps of cadets, we wish to
thank the faculty for their much appreciated
entertainments.
We feel that it is our duty to compliment
our esteemed surgeon upon his successful
treatment during the recent epidemic of
measles. It might be of scientific interest to
know that there were five hundred and thir-
teen cadets with symptoms of measles so
evident that these had to he excused from all
dut\ lor two weeks, and yet so miraculous
was the treatment that only one case de-
veloped. It is of interest to the medical
world to know that three hundred and twelve
of these patients were so far affected that
their temperature registered L8? F by the
lire. Yet each one of them still lives! The
cadets sent Dock a vote of thanks for excus-
ing them so Ioiil:'.
SENIOR CLASS
Quite a commotion was created in barracks
last Wednesday night, when it was learned
that our esteemed classmate, Mr. A. A. Mc-
Keown. had not spoken for nine whole sec-
onds. His ever alert roommate realized that
something was seriously wrong, and imme-
diately spread the alarm. However, Mr. Mc-
Keown soon gained his fluency of speech
—
the cause of this protracted silence being his
grief over the death of one of his beagle
hounds.
Our captain and adjutant. Mi 1 . Pegues,
having "burnt"" every cadet here seven times.
then proceeded to ignite himself last Thurs-
day, and. as a result, he is now wearing his
right arm in a sling.
After all our worry and trouble, the un-
expected (?) has happened. In a recent
meeting with the Senior (Mass, Captain
Stokes officially announced that the Seniors
would have unlimited privileges, both civil
and religious, after dune 8, 1910. Though
expected by some, it was not thought that we
would he granted such freedom so early.
However, Captain Stokes has the welfare of
the Seniors at heart, and ibis accounts for
his libei ality. And. now it gives us great
pleasure to pass these privileges down to the
succeeding class, and we sincerely hope that
they will he as (un) fortunate as we have
been.
Clemson is to he congratulated upon hav-
ing a commandant that can make such
stirring Sunday School addresses. In his
famous address. "The Value of the Sunday
School," the whole audience was moved to
tears (?) when the dearl\ beloved speaker
arose, lie. having been to Sunday School
once when small, was thoroughly familiar
with the subject and gave some excellent ad-
vice concerning the advisability of nol break-
ing confinements. We predict that he will




WANT COLUMN. LOST AND FOUND
"TTTTANTED—Something to eat—Corps of Ca-
dets.
WANTED—To know who sen! Mr.
P.a\ii'\ a card fn
\\
rom Winthrop.
"ANTED—To know when Bob first matricu-
lated at Clemson—College authorities.
"ANTED—Our just privileg< Seniors.
ANTED—Some "Brown Mule"—Buck and
Clink.
LOST—One short-sleeved undershirt— P. A.
Baxley.
LusT—One appetite. Finder please return t>
\V. J. Marshall and receive reward.
L
I,
OST—College colors in Greenvilh—A. A. Mc-
Keown.
(1ST—A first rank captaincy. Finder will
please return to "Razor" Salley.
W ANTED— Less work—Agriculturals.
' ( tsT -< > 1 11 - scared presiding officer of the 1'al
L
metto Literarj Societj — S. E. Evans.
OST—One cute "A"—Addison McKeown.
W "ANTED—To know why "Bill" Marshall golso t-iiltl at Montreat^-Delegates. T OSIj i
w
T—One gallon of express—Sims and Rob
ii~oii.
ANTED—To know whj Johnson Reid does i QST, STRAYED OR STOLEN- Five Ply-
nol remember Fair week—"C" Company.
TXT"ANTED—To know who ran away and got
\ > married—Y. M. C. A. Cabinet.
ATTANTED—A job—Seniors.
\Y
ntli Rock hens— Prof. \Y. S. Morrison.
POl ND-A ua.\ to fly—N. E. Byrd.
FOUND—A time to speak one woi
Simp- hi.
R. M.
"ANTED—To know which "relief" (link was
on—Section 1A.
YT7"ANTED—To know whj he cannol eat in the
\Y
kitchen—Woodard Allen.
ANTED—Somebody to "cuss"—Evans ami
\XTANTED—To know when to grant a permit
—
» » < 'aptain stoke-.
\y xye::ANTED—Time to yell in the mesBecker.
ipOR RENT—Y. M. C. A. Secretary's room in
barracks. No questions need lie asked
—
Y. M. C. A.
TT^ANTED—To let the audience know that the
> ' Columbian Society celebrated one year ill
each night—C. F. Middleton.
ITTANTED—The Lord to come to attention
»' while I pray—S. 0. Pegues.
Wanted A Position
as Teacher in Mathematics
Address Communications to Sir Roberl E. Nickles,
Clemson College, S. ('.
Qualifications
Was at Clemson for eleven consecutive years, taking
a course of higher mathematics in Prep, each year.
Wanted—To know why his new- was cut Recommendations
out of The Tiger—C. P. Roberts.
TTTANTED—A pa--—Froggy Hodge.





As I have said before.
Haven't you ever shaded any lips?
Morning, gentlemen.
Now, "thuppose" an earthquake should occur at Clemson.
I can't excuse you, hut I won'i call on you.
The thing that I want vou to do, young gentlemen, is this.
Beg pardon?
This switch cost $o00.00, so be very careful.
The bell will ring within five minutes.
Xow. so to speak, why ?
There is a review on the board. Use your common sense. Here, Buster.
I) if I don't soak him with ten confinements.
A i.i. hands to the board.
I>n> that go home? Turn the water and the gas oil'.
Ahem! I shall not keep yon long this morning.
Good butter makers, like poets, are born, not made (smelling butter
which he has made). This is good butter.
Perfectly magnificent. Go to shooting now.
Aw other questions (pitching chalk in small box twenty feel away and
looking leal mean )
.
Please respond to your names by holding up your light hands.
Young gentlemen, you must work that problem on dam construction.
Put that there there equal to this here here.
Don't ask any questions this morning, for I have a headache. "Prof.,
I must ask one." Well, let ii he an easy one, then.
Go to the board. Take the boards in I'ronl (this old chair won't revolve
this morning).
Put up your work.
Tuts is analagous to the wireless telegraph.
(With left hand swinging to upper lips). Ahem! find the hank-roving.
1 can w'ip ary three men in the I'rep class.
or course, now you all know, gentlemen. Isn't that right, class?
V<»f can forget everything else in t he world (scratching head vigorouslj )
.
hut for goodness sake remember this.
It' You will excuse inc. I will lake a smoke.
•J "JO
We will do that by and by.
I am not sure but I think so though.
Well sir, well sir, no South Carolina gentleman would be guilty of that.
I\ fact, vnii can't weld steel to cast-iron.
H\m ! EFm! Stop that noise.
Great G-a-w-d, by what authority did thev do this?
By grabs, fellows, wait a minute.
Yon; time to set 'em up.
GOSH dum. you will make me •vu>s' first thing you know.
In the course of human events, etc.
This old fellow was knocking 'em blind.
I! ILLERMAZOOKS, Upside down.
That's the system.
Yi>r can't keep a good man down.
Fellows, I'll tell you.
I'm disappointed in you.
• }osh dm n, has my letter come yet ?
Got any weed on you ?
Who said SO?
Front !
Will you? Will von ?
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SENIORS' CREED
We believe in Walter Merritt Riggs, ruler
of Clemson College, and i\ Commandant
Captain Marcus B. Storks. We believe that
WE WERE BORN IN SOUTH CAROLINA, DECEIVED
i.\ coming to Clemson College, suffered
UNDER JOSIAH C. MlNUS, WERE TRIED, CONVIC-
TED, AND PART OF US SHIPPED: WERE DISTRIB-
UTED over South Carolina; were re-instated
in September, ascended into the Junior Class,
and obeyed Captain Minis, the omnipotent
one: from thence we SHALL graduate in
Junk, 1910.
We believe in the serving of confinements,
the walking of extras, the punishment of
Seniors, the non-granting of permits, the
denial of privileges, \n1) life everlasting
IN THE l:\Iili U'KS.
AMEN and AMEN.
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©iarp of a Commanbant
(Purloined and published without permission)
Monday, September 13, 1909
8 \. m. Arose. Scarcely had time to get to my office in time to give the
retiring ( ). I), thunder, and the new < >. D. a good lecture.
Gee whiz! raining some.
8:30 \. m. Attended chapel service. Idiotic boys looked as it' they expected
me to say something.
9 \. m. First Sergeants and ( ). 1). hand in long delinquency.
10 \. \i. Looked over reports. Fifty-two men absent from reveille. D
I will soak them with twenty-five confinements.
1 1 a. m. Rested after so much work.
12 m. Drilled battalions. Rode horseback. Roys grumbling about
drilling in mud only knee deep.
1 p. m. Ate very heavy dinner.
'_' iv m. Smoked cigarettes for an hour. They kill trouble.
3 p. m. Had twenty cadets before me for violation of par graph ls (.>.
Must have explanations so I can get two reports on the rascal.-.
4 p. \i. Cadet E—sent in permit. Approved same, then put him under
arrest for taking advantage of it.
5 p. \i. Football team £oes on field two seconds before five. 1'ut them
all under arrest. Can't rush it over me.
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(i i'. m. Saw that all cadets went to Mess hall, whether hungry or not.
It's a punishment.
7 p. m. Rest period for three hours.
10 p. m. Inspected barracks. Nine sentinels found asleep; two hundred
eighty-four rooms with cigarette stubs on floor; one hun-
dred seven rooms with hoys playing "set hack;" three
hundred thirty-six hoys visiting; and two studying. Good!
Good! got this corps under complete control.
11 P. m. .lust finished my delinquency for to-morrow. Oh! me-me-sleepv.
Bedtime.
Tuesday, September 14. 1909
2 a. m. Blame a squalling kid. No wonder 1 am bald headed.
."> \. M. Kid asleep at last. What's that fuss? Golly Moses! four of
those hoys, and each one with two of my choicest Plymouth
Hocks!
S a. m. No breakfast for me. Guess that dozen Turkish cigarettes must
have spoiled my appetite.
9 \. m. Spent two hours lecturing those boys for having cigarette stubs
on floor the night before. Boys must not smoke.
I I \. m. Same time devoted to telling those cadets my disgust for their
little five-cent games of "set back." Detestable habit.
1 r. \i. Rather late at dinner. Met a fascinating stranger. Having
learned his profession, I invited him around at 8 ]>• m.
:! p. m. Went to inspect store. Four "dopers" caught. Fifteen extras
will be more stimulaf ing.
I i'. M. Too much noise in halls of main building- waked me up. Two
( ). G.'s will be detailed to-morrow. Seniors can afford to
miss one day out of eight in order to keep things quiet so I
can sleep. Must have some sleep before night.
s p. m. Friend on time. Spent seven hours at my favorite game Cali-
fornia .lack. Slickest duck 1 ever cut a deck with. He won




Wednesday, September 15, 1909
9 a. m. Late getting to office. Didn't feel as if I could endure to hear
that preacher repeat that prayer I have heard every morning
for the last two years. Everything gone wrong. Secretary
is late coming this morning. Here he is now. Know he
has hurried; for he has lost his hat in his haste.
10 \. m. Began looking over permits. Cadet B—wants to go home be-
cause his father's house was burned, and his mother died from
the shock. Positively will not approve permits for such
trivial incident.-.
1 1 \. m. Put officer of guard in hall under arrest for letting sections make
noise enough to interfere with my nap.
12 m. Met Seniors in chapel, (lave them to understand, that both offi-
cers and privates must be military. Impressed upon them
importance of having just that dignity of bearing that will
make under classmen recognize them even if they only walk
across the campus.
1 p. m. Didn't care for any dinner to-day. Generally smoke cigarettes
when 1 have to buy my cigars.
'_'
i'. m. Spent three hours making out punishment list for the week.
Officers getting too slack. Ten men in corps have neither
confinements nor extras. I will fix them before this is
published.
.">
i'. M. Dress Parade. Hand out. Hoys don't seem to enjoy it. Oh,
well! I'll make them drill twice every day till they do like it.
(i p. m. Hard day's work. Will get agood rest and a refreshing cigarette
smoke before my friend of previous night arrives.
8 !'. M. friend on time; California .lack again. Results same as previous
night. Kicked the scoundrel out of my house.
12 m. Retired but couldn't sleep on account of losing my money.
I forgot about that letter I got from that old lady
concerning her son, that I dismissed for smoking. Can't
waste my time with such people when their sons are guilty
of such serious offences.
Thursday, September 16, 1909
9 a. m. Had to spend entire day talking with Seniors about their privi-
leges. Let me see what concessions 1 have made to them:
All Seniors may have all night lights, provided they go to
bed at "Taps." May have the exclusive privilege of visiting
each other at all times, when it is not called to quarters, pro-
vided more than three do not congregate in one room; will
not be required to drill only when whole corps does, but must
meet me in chapel on rainy days; will not be required to go
In Classes but five days in the week, but may come on duty
the other day; shall be required to attend formations only
at each call. They shall be allowed perfect liberty of campus
privileges on Saturday and Sunday, provided they do not
have confinements.





A Careless and Exhausting Research into
Words in Common Use Around College.
Concocted and Perpetuated by
C. F. I. and N. E. B.
This volume is respectfully dedicated to
our Faculty, provided it is constantly
used and its demerits highly appreciated
RECOMMENDATIONS:
'I heartily recommend this hook to all newcomers. Acting President
"Roosevelt could do no better." -Daddy.
'It is the limit."
—
Hobo
'This volume contains the cream of a college vocabulary.
—
Historyand Economics Professor.
'As necessary as the regulations. -Com mandant.
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Al-co-hol—The spirit of the "Clem-
son ( lub."
An-ces-tor—A malady of Freshmen.
An-gel—A non-faculty member.
An-nu-al—A strained efforl after
originality.
Ath-lete—A chesty individual who
usurps the presidency of the Freshman
cl:iss.
B
B. A.— Booze artist.
Bald—A sij^n of worry—marriage.
Bar-ber—A man of "Means."
Bill—A reminder of past pleasures.
Bis-cuit—A combination of adamant
and shoe leather.
Bluff—Spice of college life.
Board of Trus-tees—The most illu-
t ions body of men in existence, with the
possible exception of the United States
Senate and the discipline committee.
Bone—A midnight candle burner.
Bones—Things that break, or cause
von to go broke.
Bor-row—To sponge on those who
have not yet found you out.
Bull—The -tall' of existence.
Bum—A term expressing the feeling
of the morning after.
Burn—A means by which military
aspirants obtain office.
Cat-a-log—A work of fiction.
Chap-el A place where sleep is
precious, hut still is forbidden.
Col-lege—A dispensary of knowledge.
Col-lege Joke—Something heard by
each successive claSS.
Col-lege Life—A dispensation.
Col-lege Stu-dent— < >ne who dis
penses with knowledge.
Com-mand-ant—A granter of Senior
privileges I'.') and a figure seldom men-
tioned.
Com-pany—A disturber of the rest-
ful.
Con-fine-ments—A privilege granted
to cadets to he "at home" to their
friends from ti A. M. to li I'. M.
Cram—To do extra hard work on
the nighl before exam, in order to make
up for the deficiency in the professor.
D
Dad-dy— < )ne who contributes much
to college life.
Dai-ry—A place where cow- are
robbed.
Debt—Godmother of the "Taps,"
ghost of the "Chronicle," pall hearer of
the "Tiger," ami grave digger of the
business managers.
De-lin-quen-cy— A daily publication
edited bj the commandant, ami widely




A significance of dignitj
Dip—That with which a college man
bluffs the world.
Doc-tor—A giver of pills for all ills.
Dough—Something much kneaded
i needed ) in college.
Drill—A "borum exercise.
Du-ty—The unpleasant part of col-
lege life issued daily by the commandant.
Fac-ul-ty— A heterogenous body
whose actions cannot be questioned.









Fu-ri-ous—Constant condition of a
commandanl
.
Eat-a-bles—A minus quantity in the
mess hall.
E-con-o-my—A phis quantity in the
mess hall.
Eigh-teen—An age beyond which
single femininity never passes.
E-lec-tion—A time when college stu-
dents work in unison—you for me; me
for you.
E-lec-tric-i-ty—A power at Clemson
exhibited in "riggs" which is sn attrac-
tive that it often holds students against
their will.
German—The language of "swine."
Gra-vy—Tl ssence of the stall' of
existence.





Gun— The unwilling companion of a
cadet.
Eng-lish—A language causing many
outbursts.
Ex-ams—A classical method of tor-
ture.
Ex-tra—A supplement to confine-
ments.
H
Hash—Collected from the dumping
ground of surplus trash.
Hay-seeds—Something blown by the
wind. Hence those students in college
who seek the line of least resistance.
15
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Hens—Wealth held in common, from Laun - dry—An
establishment for
,hicb every man consumes according to teaching
boys how to sew.
Ilis wants<
Li-bra-ry—A collection of books to
Ho-bo—One who agures faster than be seen; not read.
a train conductor collects tan'*. Lig The eagies< wav ,,„,.
- , t nh-qtpr The oDDOsite of a wise
Home—A place often though! of, but ^ob s ei I "
seldom seen if a report shows less than
g".Y-
"two." M
Hom-i-ny—Grits or -ravel, from
which cadets get sand for their "craw." Man—An ideal with which this world
is pet•uliarlv blessed.
Hop—A soeial function much enjoyed Menu—A nine months" repetition,
bv historians and economists.
Hos-pit-al—A refuge for the insane
and unstudious.
I
Mess Hall—A scene of blighted
hopes.
Mil-i-ta-ry—An adjective that is ap-
plied to a eadet often "cussed."
Mon-ey—A very present hel
111—A condition of "dead beats" just t ; nie ,,f need.
before a written review.
J
N
Neig'h-bor—A noisy animal dwelling
Jar A severe shock to the nerves. .^ ^^ doQr
following a son" by the college choir.
Nerve—That part of a student that
job—That which all graduates are prompts him to inspect for "hand saws"
without. when he knows hot chocolate i- being
made.
Nui-sance—A collector of dues.
K
Key—The professor's saviour, that
by which he unlocks thai which
he does
not know. °
Knock-er—One who makes much Of-fice—The fruit of an ability to





Over-work—A term applied to stu-
dents in general—to the 'Taps" staff in
Lab-ora-to-ry-A room where rec-
ticulal,
lealion is taught. '
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Pen-nant—College wall paper.
Per-mit—A source of much annoy-
ance to commandants and more disap-
pointment to cadets.
Phys-ics—The encorer of Sopho-
mores.
Pill— (Pillo, pillere, pizenikillum ) , a
medicinal sphere slightly smaller than
a door knob, given for sore eyes, corns,
ingrowing toe nails, bunions, etc.
Prep—A being thai lias nol "seased"
to be barbarous, and i- -till under the




Quail—A bird never "-lint" in the
mess hall.
Quart—The dailj allowance of a
B. A.
Re-ports— Encouraging documents
sen! Inline at interval- to parents, con-
taining detailed statement- of class
failure-.
Rest—A very short time during a
boring exercise.
Roll— l-'ir-t sergeants' hobby.
Sau-sag-e— The la-t -ail rites of Fido.
Se-cret—Tl nly thing that does
not -t irk wit h a woman.
Ship—A prize of war given for hav-
ing met the discipline committee.
Soup—Sunday gravy, diluted, thick-
ened with unknown element- of ques
tionable age, and served a- a first course
for I he re-t of the week.
Study l.ate-t fad of the week be-
fore exams.
Stu-pid-i-ty— Nothing doing above
il ars.
Ques-tion—A time-killer.
Quiz—A keen analysis of knowledge
crammed.
R





rounded by much bluffing.
Taf-fy—A student'- Christmas inv-
ent to his girl.
Tight-wad—One who wears padlocks
on his pockets.




Vac-uum— The interior of a Fresh-
man's cranium.
Vote—Something cast for enemies in
class meetings.
w
Work—An unknown quantity in ag-
ricultural course.
X
X-tasy—Joj over not being seen by
tlic commandant.




that the faculty clamor after.
Wo-man— Man's woe.
Ze-ro—Lemons growing on a faculty
t lee.
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Clemson College, s. c.
January ',. 1909.
Mv Dearest A :
Fate for once has played me false. There will be no need for me to
apologize for not having written to yon yesterday, for, when you have read
this, I know yon will forgive me, as I have always forgiven you in the past.
Many times 1 have withstood the onrush of an entire eleven on the gridiron,
I have reported an entire eorp of cadets for applauding in the mess hall, and
I have even looked a commandant square in the eves and declared that drilling
is a pleasure; but never before last night have I had to stand on Mother
Earth in the darkest hours of the night and watch the rear of a coveted train
fade away in the distance. This train carried mv many friends hack to
college, but left me, poor me, out in the dreary stillness of the country, five
miles from the nearest point of civilization— Helton. S. C. There was nothing
to do, dear, but think of you—and
—
tell God all about it.
Perhaps, dear, yon ate in suspense to know how all this came about.
Upon my word of honor. I am a member of the Anti-Saloon League, and am a
total abstainer. 1 have no weak-minded ancestors, therefore, you can plainly
see that I was thinking only of a dimpled-cheeked little lass down on the
hanks of the Edisto. Yes, dear. 1 was thinking of you ami only of you. I
had written you a card that just had to he mailed on the First train that
traveled in your direction. Soon my train pulled into a siding to allow a
southbound train to pass. With one leap. I was on the platform, and the
next instant I was rushing towards the mail car of the slowly passing train.
The card was thrown to the mail clerk, who was standing between the open
doors. With fond and alert eyes, I watched to see the mail man catch this
loving epistle. Lo and behold, lie missed it. and through the door on the
other side it went. This card just had to he mailed, and. with all the speed
at my command. 1 passed 0VCT the platform of the slowly-moving train to
regain this valuable card. The card was found as quickly as possible, and then
another race ensued. On and on the train and 1 matched our speeds against
each other. I gained little by little, until finally the door of the mail car was
reached again. With eagerness and loving thoughts of you. I reached up to
place the card in the mail clerks* hands. The door was closed. Oh. my! wdiat
disappointment. Then the thoughl of my train came to me. and I stalled
hack again to my college friends. Op the track, about a quarter of a mile.
my train was speeding towards Clemson, and here I stood, card in hand.
thinking of you and—telling God all about it.
1 thought of the past, the present, and the future: hut none of this
thinking helped me to reach Clemson. I yelled, I whistled. I sang, 1
almost wept. Far off in the distance there flickered a dim light through the
cracks of a log cabin. All the energy there was left in me I exerted in going
towards this small sign of civilization. After much calling and a small
scrap with the yard dog, in which encounter my pants were torn—near
Belton, S. ('..—a negro came to the door and 1 told him of mv terrible
predicament. lie informed me that the only traveling animal he possessed
2X\
was an ox thai would not return to the house till daybreak. He offered cue a
c fortable bed on a pile of straw, and then called his van! i\<<^ in. realizing
thai we were no longer, enemies. At daybreak the ox arrived, and sunn 1
was being carried to the nearest railroad station. It was a long and tiresome
journey. I had to spend quite awhile in this great town of Belton waiting
for my train, and everybody looked inquiringly at the result of my scrap
with the dog. At last I am hark at Clemson.
Dear, won't you forgive me this tunc I'm- writing one day late?
your loving one,
ii.X.W A. "BEEF."
1'. S.— Find enclosed posl card.
©uv Clemson
i Hi. yes. we arc all Clemson lads.
And glory in her name:
We boast of it with greater pride
Than of all wealth or fame.
We envy not the other schools
< tr colleges around,
Though they may boast of "mortar-board"
Ami classic 1 1 ai ling gown.
I'.nt ( lemson's flag we keep en high,
Ami cheer with all our might,
Ami never let the echoes die
That cheer for Clemson's right,
For < lemson has a glorious cause.
Which followed w ill bring joy,
So give three cheers for ('lemson's nana
And for the ( lemson hoy.
So now. young man. a word to you:
It you would win the fair
Come to (lemson. where honor calls,
And win your sheepskin here;
Remember 'lis our highest aim,
The Smith's good name to stay.
And that our love pours out to those
Who wear the s-n i t -. of "lay.
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Zfo Ifyomt Coming of "Eetr
FULL dress evening suit is no1 exchanged for the regulation
uniform by a Clemson cadet just fur fun. so, when Mr. \Y. A.
Barnette appeared attired in his black broadcloth and high-heeled
shoes, every cadel gazed at him in wonder and astonishment.
"Well, he is a sport," was the general barracks' comment as the above named
youngster strode haughtily towards .Mr. Clink's livery stable. "Hitch up
the best horse in the stable for inc." In- commanded the stableman with over-
captainish authority. "Vas. sah." said Brock, smiling broadly, and glancing
at those shiny shoes from the corner of his eye. Finally the turnout was ready
and "Bed" drove away, after dropping a nickel into Brock's expectant palm,
while the latter muttered to himself: "Dis lip sho' ain't kommenserrate wid
de importans of his looks."
As the curtain rises upon the next scene, all conjectures are casl aside, for
here we see the spotlessly attired young man calmly reposing in a comfortable
arm-chair before a cheerful country lire. Bui this was nut all. By his side
sat a beautiful brunette of about eighteen summers. Together they chatted
merrily, merrily, utterly oblivious id' the rapidity of which time was flying.
The old clock pointed in the midnight hour. The lire burned low ; the two
moved closer to— . Comfort and happiness reigned supreme in the eoz^ room.
However, on the outside, stood "Red's" faithful horse, chilled through by
the cold midnight wintr\ Mast-. He -tamped great holes in the frozen earth,
hut still his huge frame shivered. He neighed once; he neighed twice.
"Red" heard and understood, hut seemed chained to the spot by the en-
trancing beauty of the maiden. Another neigh, followed quickly by a sharp
"crack." could not fail to arouse the enchanted youngster to the situation.
He sprang to the window in time to see the rapidly retreating animal pass
out of sight, down the bright, moonshiny lane.
"Farewell!" the horse seemed to -a\ to "Red." "farewell!" said "Red,"
half-way down the steps, to the astonished young lady. The race was on.
The horse had a lead of one hundred yards, hut was encumbered with the
buggy. Along flev horse and man. with the latter gradually gaining. Broad-
cloth was made to do the work of a track -nil: patent leathers were put to
the crucial test. Over hill and dak 1 , through mud and mire, they raced. Hut.
when "Red" was most certain of winning, the cushion fell out id' the buggy
at his feet. With unchecked speed, he shouldered tin- extra burden without
a sigh—still hoping. The heavy breathing of the runner- could he heard.
\'o wonder! three miles, eight minutes and three seconds. The stable was
reached. 'I'he race was a tie. (Sleepily, Brocli came forth, hut put on his
usual smile, when Mr. Barnette dropped a Five-dollar bill into hi- hand and
said : "Keep this to yourself."
On his way to barracks, .Mr. Barnette hummed:
"Woe worth the night; woe worth the chase,
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Clemston College Cotillion Club
OFFICERS
T. H. Salley 1 'resident
S. ( ). Pegues Nice-President
L. L. LaRoche . Secretary and Treasurer
MEMBERS
Abell, S. S. Hall, R. R.
Baker, F. I!. Jeter, F. H.
Brodie. (). B. Jenkins, J. E.
Bacot, B. R. Jones, I. B.
Barnwell, .1. B. Lee, P. E.
BrITT, 1). C MlDDLETOX. C. F.
Boom:, I.. ('. MlDDLETON, Ci. A.
Boone, L. D. McLaurix, C.
Blackmon, L. R. Mitchell, J. I']. M.
Chapman, F. W. Plenge, H. I).
Crum, \Y. C. Perry, W. ( !.
Carson, .1. L. Ryan, (i. 1).
Davis. E. I. Reaves, H. L.
Dick, F. Redfern, T. ('.
Dew, .1. A. Robb, S.
Evans, A. B. Stephenson, J. T.
Evans, T. S. Sanders, M. I''.
Easterling, K. Summers, I>. W.
Erwin, .1. < ). Schroder, F. E.
Fant, A. I'. Seabrook, N\'. E.
Ih drick, < ». A. Twiggs, H. C.
Higgins, \'. B. Tupper, S. Y.
Henderson, R. P. Webb, L. D.













































































( Iracks dry jokes
Just runs around




( iocs to church
( rets out Annuals
























Presented by the Club, February 22, L910
DRAMATIS PERSONS
W. C. Crum Richard Comforl
R. S. Wolfe . . . Mrs. Comfort
F. R. Baker Alexander Meander
D.B.Clayton . Mrs. Clementina Meander
C. II. Trott Harris, the butler
A. GRIER Sally the maid
H.C.Twiggs George Merrigale
E. S. McWhorter Specialty Artist








Prof. Z. R. Lewis


































Miss Martin g. ( ). KELLY



























Motto: " To have a good time on all occasions.
"
Place of Loafing: Seneca, S. C.
OFFICERS
S. S. Abell, Dago
<>. B. Brodie, Pete
R. M. Simpson, Simp






T. C. Adams, Ghost \Y. I). Craig, Sam
1!. A. Alexander, Alex T. K. Horten, Thad
J. C. Caldwell, Cabeen .1. \Y. McLure, Rat
\Y. R. Connelly, Bill E. S. McWhtrter, Squirts
•.'.M
Qtt)t Mi*o%vnim
Motto: "Like Ml Girls But Love None."
OFFICERS






Redfern, T. ('., Tommy Ezell, .1. !•'., Fiz
Josey, E. P., Eskimo Waters, 1!. !'>.. Squirt
Simpson, .1. A., Simp Scruggs, .1. Y.. Rat














Fat Chance" Arthur: "I'm no Camel.
Allen Bedell:
Dudley Beaty
I 'in no woo-woo. "
'As the Governor of X. ('. said to the
( Jovernor of S. C—
Bill Hanckel: Three gurgles and down.
1'. II \i;i;is: Partial to corn.
Nora Head: "Blue Ribbon for mine."
Frank Jeter: "Santuc is a had country."
Guttz Kiuin : " Let's all just take one little (?)
Doodle McCreary: "Red Raven and Eye Opener."
Ed. SuMN ER : " Water is made for fish to swi n in.
"
Ralph Walker: "Hello, bottom!"





Motto: Always se< what's doing. Favorite Drink: O/*/ Henry.
Colors: Dollar Mill Green oud Currency Gold.
OFFICERS
( i. \Y. Byars, f 'onkie .
E. I'. .Ii isei . Rachael
L. S. Jeffords, Landlord
W. L. Smarr, AW
.1. B. Dams. Chaser
V. H. Dixon, Didfc





(J. J. Hearsey, Booze
L. M. Kay. Chief Scout
.1. P. Knight, Jack
H. T. Prosser, Priest
V. L. Ross, Sport
35?
"SS" Co. Sports
MOTTO: I 'leisure before Business.
Favorite Play: " Holding Hands." Chief Drink: Champagne.
Password: "Ma dure." Colors: Something Sporty.
MEMBERS
H. T. Prosser (The Lady's Man)
W. H. Rentz (Artist in Hugography)
I. A. Willoughby (The Bashful Boy)
W. Fleming (The Laughing Lad)
1'. .Iosky (Compounder of Hot Air)
I'. Knight (The Flirt)
E. Hartley (The Heart Breaker)
No. 21 Love-Sick Ave.
No. 2:-! Tight St.
No. 3 Cozy Corner
No. lit Dummy Lane
No. 17 Sure Thing Ave.
Xo. «) Sweet Sixteen St.











Motto: Nt ver go to bed hungry.
Place of Meeting: Ontht Bowery.
Purpose: Raise < hickens.















A. J. Brow \
259
Clje "©ope" Clut)
( Mj.ikct: To drink all the dopes we can get.
Time of Meeting: When one of us gets a cluck.
MEMBERS
E. E. BlOUNT, (laic.
R. S. Creech, Bobby Screech
II. H. Collier, ( 'ollie
W. H. Greene, Billy
J. (J. Lawton, Bone-head
ML S. L \\VT<>\. Mac
.1. T. Laz u;, Jimmy
B. F. < )\\ i;\s. Buss
W. II. Rentz, ./oA/(
























( )ur Home: Rearrange letters on shoes to see.
Object: To get boxes from home.
Place of Meeting: Around a boxer's box.
Time of Meeting: When a boxer gets a box.
R. P. Henderson






















J. ( ). Seigler
W. Taylor
V. L. Warner




























Brown, S. K. Hill, J. R.
Coleman, L. M. Kilgo, P. R.
Dixon, C. H. Miller, W. M.












Wessinger, J. H. S.
Staudemire, C. E.




Lindler, H. ( ).
Frick, ( !. E.
Eleazer, J. M.















P> \.RRINGTON, A. 11.
COVI NGTON, H. S.
( 'i i\ l\(. |( i\, 1 ). 11.
Evans, T. S.







Rogers, H. ( !.
St \\to\, C. 11.

















\\ . N. Henderson
\Y. W. Herbert
( >. .1 VCOBS
J. Nance
HONORA RY MEMBERS
Prof. T. W. Keitt Prof. J. E. Hunter

















Shan klin, E. R.
Verner, .1. D.















By hi.. X. E.
Carson, H. C.








( rOLPHIN, R. W.
Hayden, C J.

















Bomar, II . .1.
(' ^.LDWELL, J. ('.,
Caldwell, I!. M.
(' \\\(>\, I). L.
(











II VGOOD, II. A.
I 1 VRRISON, .1. 1".















S vnders, A. F,








An wis, T. ('.
I'auis. C. B.
Faris, C. G.














May 13, 1923. As I had a few hours away from my business, I though!
that I couldn't spend them more profitably or pleasantly than by visiting my
Alma Mater. I had my aeroplane brought around and in about thirty minutes
I had arrived at my destination, for it was only several hundred miles from
home. After visiting all places of interest, I inquired of the president if
he knew where 1 could find any information of the whereabouts of the Alumni.
lie told me that no official record was kept, but referred me to the Pro-
fessor of History, who kept all clippings of interest. Below are the clippings
as taken from his scrapbools :
Spartanburg Bugle: \)\*. Allen and In.max are now on their Southern
toui', lecturing at the differenl universities.
Barnwell Post: A gieat discovery has been made by Mr. .1. M. Buckner,
of this city. Hi- mine of Bucknernite is proving quite a success under the
skillful management of .Mr. I.. L La.Ro.ohe, mining expert.
Abbeville Center: The City of Abbeville has had the brightesl period in
its history under the efficieni management of R. E. Nickles, Mayor; A. Mi -
David, city engineer, and I). ('. r>i;rrr. electrical engineer. But aside from
the municipal management, the residence section has been greatly beautified
by Mi. .1. L. Hi i.i.. Jr., the realty man. "Easy way to get a home."
Blackville Ripples: Mr. and Mrs. Banley and the little Baxleys gave
us a very pleasant call yesterday. We are pleased to complimenl Mr. Baxley
on t he line dairy which he has.
Cherry's Advocate: We have all heard of the beer that made Milwaukee
famous, hut the Evans fountain pen. the thing that made the whole world
famous, is now on sale by Thornhill and Gandy, the leading stationers of
this city.
Easley Dots: 'The marriage of Mr. V. II. Biggins to Miss I'm Peach
was solemnized by Rev. \V. A. Robinson.
Chester Blossoms: Mr. A. A. McKeown has returned from the State
fair, while he look several piizes on his Berkshire hogs and beagle hounds.
Professor W. A. Barnette, Professor of Animal Husbandry at Clemson, was
one of the judges at the fair.
Anderson Astonisher: Mr. W'kbb. the great trombone artist, uses War-
ner's vegetable oil on his trombone. Moral, "Use Warner's oil for everything."
Savannah Taller: Jusl received a new line of second-hand clothes; going
at prices from $1.98 to $-1.39; call and inspect my line. \V. E. Shylock.
Washington Slinger: Mr. S. (). Pegues, Secretary of War. is using his
influence to have guardmount abolished from the army.
Lnl/n Index: The beautiful country home of Mr. II. F. Bethea was
bough! by Mr. II. I.. Reeves. Mr. Bethea intends to travel.
Shelton Advance: .lust received fifteen new airships, made in the factory
nf EaSTERLING, Ku.i.ky and WHITE. These machines were all made with
the Coleman lathe and have the Ryan patented steering near and the Town-
send electric stove fiii' the gas generator. Anyone desiring information will
call mi ( lLAYTON ami REID.
Architectural Record: The new barracks at Clemson has I n greatly
improved l>\ Mr. L. ('. Boone, who has changed the expensive wooden columns
to ones of reinforced conci etc.
Green Room Notes: The following actors will he in New York this week
at the differenl theatres: Baker, Trott and Twiggs; also a complete change
of specialties each night.
Police Gazettt : This issue is rather small on account of the absence of
the sporting editor. Mi-. Clinksi \i.i :s.
Ad. from Poultry Notes: Green talking Parrots for sale by Shuler Bros.
London News: The record for the hundred-yard dash was smashed by
Prof. \". E. Byrd.
Rock Hill Pusher: We had calls to-day from the following prosperous
farmers, Carothers, Ridgill, Pyatt and Simpson. Mr. Sims, the city
electi ician, notified us to-day that he has two electrical experts. Sullivan
and Stephenson, to make Fpecifications for the new electric railway, of
which M r. W"i LIE is president.
State: Mr. Tarbox won first prize on hi- onions at the State Fair, and we
are glad to note that Mr. Marshall and Mr. BENDERSON, two other promi-
nent men. also won pi izt's on their stock. Mr. G. A. BURTON, legislator, has
entered a hill in the Houee to have the price of Cocoa-Cola reduced.
This being all of the clippings that had been collected by our professor,
it was impossible tor me to find anything about the rest of the members of
the Class of '10, hut we feci sure that they have all hitched their wagons to
,i star and are now di i\ ing ahead.
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It is to the following advertisers that the financial
success of "Taps" is due, and we wish to call your
attention to their ads., and ask that you show your






The Clemson Agricultural College
of South Carolina
(State Agricultural and Mechanical College)
v
,,,:
Telegraph and Mail Address, Clemson College, S. C.
COURSES OF STUDY
jj,
i Agriculture 4 Electrical and Mechanical Engineering JgJ
& 2 Agriculture and Animal Husbandry 5 Civil Engineering
3 Agriculture and Chemistry 6 Chemistry and Geology
7 Textile Industry
v &
The above are four year courses. In addition, short courses are




The regular fees for the session, not including tuition, are as follows:
Incidental Fee .... $ 5.00 PAYABLE QUARTERLY
Medical Fee 5.00
Gray Uniform 23.35 Sept. 7, 1010 $60.63
Khaki Uniform .... 5.20 Nov. 0, 1010 19.13 &
Breakage Fee 3.00 Jan. 25, 191 1 19.13
Board, Washing, Heat, Light,etc. 76.52 Mar. 29, 1911 19.13
TOTAL . $118.07 TOTAL . $118.07 %
gl <&
Tuition Students pay $10.00 per quarter additional. Free tuition
® is allowed only to South Carolina students.
& .. $>
Books and other necessary articles will be furnished by the College &
% at approximate cost.
Each student must provide himself with four sheets, two blankets,
^ one comfort, six towels, two pillow cases, one pillow, and one single













He Man fVho Reads
is the Man Mrho Leads
to si
In these davs cf keen competition and careful
preparation, the man who succeeds m engineering
must keep his knowledge right up to the minute.
He must follow all new developments, all new
methods and everything important that takes




mg engineering lournal that relates to his line
of work. &
to
YOUR NEEDS ARE MET BY ONE OF THE FOLLOWING
ejj ta
Electrical World—Weekly $3.00 a year
The foremost electrical journal of the world. Covers the entire electrical
& art and industry. ®
& to
to ®
Electric Railway Journal—Weekly $3.00 a year
(£9 BIS
The accepted authority on all matters relating to the consl ructii in, i tperatii >n, to
& maintenance and management of electric railways. <$>
The Engineering Record—Weekly $3.00 a year
The leading civil engineering journal of America Covers Municipal Engi-
neering, Industrial Engineering, Railway Civil Engineering, Bridge and Struct-
ural Engineering, Power Plants, Heating and Ventilation. Public Works, etc.
&
to &

































































iT^K ARE THE LARGEST MANUFACTURERS IN THE
fl/ COUNTRY SPECIALIZING IN COLLEGE AND CLASS
EMBLEMS AND COLLEGE FRATERNITY AND SOCIETY
BADGES, JEWELRY AND ART GOODS, MEDALS, TROPHIES,
ETC., IN FINE GRADES ONLY.





Sooth Carolina Sales Offices
CHARLESTON, S. C.
Makers and sellers of more Fertilizers
than any other company in the world.
Our facilities for shipping are unsurpassed






























































r t. * ^-» ^ -w T , /* ^-^ ^
to/%/z Grade Uniform Cloth
for cArmy, Navy, Letter Carrier, 'Police and 7£. 9^. Purposes
at West Point, and other leading military schools of the









































Of Charleston, 8. C.
MANUFACTURERS OF
Etiwan Cotton Compound




Of a man's life and much of his
money are spent in his clothes, and
strange as it may seem, the better
clothes he buys the less it costs him
to keep well dressed.
Come in and favor us with a
look. We carry everything that
Men, Women and Children wear,
at prices always the lowest.
fiobbs, fienderson Co.
BUSY STORE
no- 112 Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.
P. S. We give Trading Stamps with
every purchase
FOR SIXTY-FOUR YEARS
A COLLEGE BOOK STORE
Books, College Supplies of every kind,
Art Material, Frames and Framing
The best in Printing
and the Allied Arts
The R. L. Bryan Co.
Two Stores on Main Street
COLUMBIA, S. C.















WILLIAM (] ROWLAND j










MILITARY SCHOOLS A SPECIALTY
© *








































The General Supply Co.
: : : jobbers of : : :
Plumbers' Supplies
51 E. Alabama St. ATLANTA, GA.
liavt- a unique advertisement in front of their
store, in shape of the bottom of a closet seat
with 640 lbs. of lead hung to it. A test of this
seat has been made with as much as 1S00 lbs.
suspended from it. The seat is known as
The Peerless Don't Worry Seat
and is made in only two piec-s of wood, bored
each way from the center with ;,-s of inch steel
dowel S inches long, being forced into position
by hydraulic pressure to glue joints.
The General Supply Co. are
Sole Agents fur the Celebrated
Peerless Closet Combinations
which are all fitted up with these Don't Worry
Seats. These Combinations can be had from
any first class Plumber, and parties contem-
plating building or Architects would do well to
















of the State of South Carolina
Charleston, S. C.
MEDICINE and PHARMACY
Four years' course in Medicine, two years' course in Phar-
macy. Laboratories of Bacteriology, Pathology and Pharmacy
recently enlarged. Control of the new Roper Hospital and the
Dispensary service of the city, with the exclusive teaching facil-
ities during the College session. \'< »r further information address
ROBERT WILSON, Jr., M. D., Dean





























A. M. GIBBES. Proprietor
Long Distance Telephones
94. 694, '''."'. 568, 117.;
\l i in'" rs of The Southern Supply and Machint ry I>< ah rs' Ass' »
Steam ami (ia.siiline Knginps, Boilers. Saw Mills. Saw Mill and Wood Working Machinery, Shingle
and Lath Machinery. Ginning Machinery, Com Mills, Brick Making Machinery and Kindred Lines
AUTOMOBILES AND ACCESSORIES





Last indefinitely, and make the most desirable roofing
for the CHURCH. SCHOOL or HOME. Every square
foot of roof covered with Cortright Metal Shingles is leak-
proof. Furthermore, it stays that way just as long as
the building lasts. Rain has no effect whatever on it.
Neither lias extreme heat nor cold, lightning, frost, hail
any of the elements in fad It is the one roofing that
resists them all, every time, in any place. Better select a
proven roofing that is not an experiment. CORTRIGHT
ROOFING has been proven a success by more than twenty
years i if hard wear.
Catalogue, "( 'on* erning Thai Roof" and other literature
setting forth the merits of our goods will be sent on request.
Cortright Metal Hoofing Co.







Have four sources of ammonia. They feed
your crop through the entire growing season.
Armour Fertilizer Works
They will be sold at every shipping-point























Have been the Standard of the
lft . -. ift
South for Twenty - five years












F. S. ROYSTER GUANO CO., VIRGINIA
JACOB REED'S SONS
85 Years' Experience as Manufacturers ofUNIFORMS
other prominent Military Schools and Colleges




i ^ *. -*—* ^—^ *• j. ~v ^ ^-^ ^-^ ^^-^ j- ^ *-^
tft
- tft
fl[ OFFICIAL CONTRACTORS for all Uniforms
^l| worn by the entire corps of Midshipmen at
the United States Naval Academy, and scores of
„;,
throughout the United States. Gold Medal
awarded at Jamestown Exposition for our exhibit
of Uniforms and Equipments. - If you want the
best in Uniforms you must use those made by
Jacob Reed's Sons because they are THE
KIND THAT SATISFY. :: :: ::
ft



















We Build the Famous
Markley Buggies and Wagons











/ro/7 I Vorks &
pply Company
Foundry. Machine and Bui ler Works and Mill Supply Slore
Boilers
Engines, Boilers,Bridges, Roofs, Tanks,Tower and
Building Construction; Cotton, Saw, Grist, oil,
Fertilizer, Cane and Shingle Mill Machinery and
Repairs; Building, Factory, Furnace and Rail-
road Castings, Railroad and Mill supplies; Belting,
Packing, Injectors, Fittings, Saws, Files, Oilers,
etc.; Shafting, Pulleys ami Hangers; Turbine
Water Wheels, &e.
LAisi every aay ,-in ,i iiaxds
New Work and Repairs Promptly done; Corliss
Engine Cylinders bored in Place Boiler Flues ami
Pipe Cut to Length in stork. High-grade Mill
BOILERS buill to Insurance Specifications a
Specialty. < > i 1 Storage Tanks. SI arks, &c.
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CAPITAL $125,000.00 SURPLUS $50,000.00 DEPOSITS $900,000.00 &
A YOUNG MAN
to get the best results from his efforts in any line of endeavor
should affiliate himself early with a strong growing bank
that is able and willing to come to his financial assistance
on a business proposition. - We invite THE YOUNG MEN
OF CLEMSON COLLEGE to open accounts with us. We
accept any amount on deposit from $1.00 up. • This bank
controls through its officers and directors, more funds than
any other banking institution in the State. :: :: ::
&
The NORWOOD NATIONAL BANK
of GREENVILLE, S. C.
OFFICERS
:
T W NORWOOD. PrpsiHfnt A I MTT.T.S. CashierJ. . e de . L. ILLS,
DIRECTORS
:
& W. C. CLEVELAND ALLEN J. GRAHAM J. I. WESTERVELT &
A. H. DEAN E. A. SMYTH J. W. NORWOOD
& W. C. GIBSON W. B. MOORE L. O. PATTERSON ©
© A. B. GROCE T. H. MORGAN B. M. SHUMAN










plant foods of every kind.









MAKERS OF ALL KINDS OF PHOTOGRAPHS
COLLEGE ANNUAL WORK A SPECIALTY
$> &
t& ©
TDurbam, - - 3t. (T.
& ®
& &










All Kinds of Merchandise




A /ways on hand—
Clemson College Jewelry, Clemson Pennants
and Pillow Covers, the Latest in Art Posters,































Everett Waddey Co., Richmond, Va.






